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That determination is expected to
speed up consideration of the bill,
Jailer it gets to the senate probably
Senator Simmons said toThursday.
day that most interested in the schedule were content to file briefs setting forth their views and recommendations.
It is the present view of the finance
committee chairman that the committee will have the bill under consideration about ten days or two weeks.
Following that two weeks will be
given senators to prepare for debate
The bill is expected to
ot; the floor.
le reported to the senate about June
1, at the latest.
Republican leaders, it is reported,
are planning to move when the bill
comes from the house, to refer it to
the finance committee with instructions for public hearings.
END OF DEBATE.
Washington, D. C, May 5. The end
ot the tariff debate was in sight today
so far as the house was concerned.
With a few odds and ends of the sundries schedule left over, the house
stood ready to dispose of the free list,
the complex administrative features
and the income tax, all that remained
of the new tariff law.
WILSON SEES CLEAR SAILING.
Washington, D. C, May 5. President Wilson does not expect the tariff bill to be materially amended In the
senate.
He told callers he did not
credit the report that wool would be
taken from the free list. He has heard
view of many who wish to see a duty
retained on wool, but sees no reason
to change his position. The prgument.
for the retention of duty on sugar also
has made no impression on him.
Senator Sheppard, of Texas, and a
delegation from that state presented a
petition asking the pardon of I. B.
Walker, of Dallas, Texas, convicted
of a violation of the national banking
net.
MURDOCK SLAPS G. O. P.
feud
The Republican-Progressivbroke anew when Representative
Murdock referred to Representative
Humphreys as "The dyspeptic gentleman from Washington, understudy
of the Republican leader Mr. Mann."
"The members of the Progressive
party have no rings in their noses,"
are not led
he shouted.
"They
around as the gentleman from Washington has been for years in this
body."
Mr. Murdock read a printed letter
from a Progressive county chairman
in Wisconsin, reading Representative
Lenroot into the Democratic
party
and then caused some consternation
by declaring that several members
sitting on the floor as Republicans
had been elected as Progressives by
Progressive votes.
Representative Mann replied to Mr.
Murdock, whom he characterized as
a "free trader for everything not produced in his district."
INCOME TAX.
A brief relating to the income tax
provisions of the Underwood bill was
comfiled with the senate finance
mittee today by the investment bankers association of America. The association favored the general purpose to collect the tax at the source
but urges that the tax should follow
the plan of the English act with respect to interest on corporate bonds.
The brief sets forth that the bill ovs
of
erlooks the fact that
this interest is payable on coupons to
bearer, making no provision by which
this interest can be deducted by the
corporation.
e

nine-tenth-

KERN WANTS THAT

INVESTIGATION
Washington, D C, May 5. After
reading a statement by Governor Hatfield, of West Virginia, denying allegations of peonage and a reign of terror In the Paint and Cabin creek coal
districts, Senator Kern today reiterated his intention to press his resolution for a federal inquiry into the
West Virginia coal field situation.
"I have never pretended at any
time," declared Senator Kern in a
statement, 't'o have had personal
knowledge of conditions in West Virginia. I have stated from time to
time, facts as they have been presented to me. iFrom these facts I feel warranted in renewing the resolution Introduced In the last session by Senator
to investigation
Borah. Opposition
which has come from various quarters
has done more than anything else to
arouse my suspicions as to the conditions existing there.
"As to Governor Hatfield, I have
r.cthing to say."

TESTIMONY

Denver,

Colo.,

"I

RILLED

5.

If

Lady
the
scene would
famous
have been incompetent,
irrelevant,
immaterial.
The state supreme court today held
that a person may not be convicted
of murder by tlio use of his own admissions, made while talking in his
The case of Jose Martinez,
sleep.
convicted of murdering Fortune Campbell and sentenced to life imprisonment, was sent back to the district
court of Archuleta county, with in
structions to try the defendant again,
without permitting the prosecution to
introduce Martinez's somnolent testimony.
At Martinez's first trial, a jail guard
testified that the defendant, in his
sleep, repeated over and over again:
"I killed her."
Largely through this
testimony, the defendant was convicted. The supreme court ruled that
the confession of a defendant can be
used against him only when given voluntarily, and that when the confession is made during sleep, it is not
voluntary,
May

had lived

.Macbeth

In Colorado

sleep-walkin- g

re-ie-

in Washington,
Washing1 on, D. C, May 5. When the conference of the water users on of the Yuma propect in Arizona and the Sunnysidn project
the
government irrigation projects was resumed today. Secretary Line decid-- ; Frank F. Morris, representing the Sunnyside water users, explained
ed to drop the Salt River project for the present and began consideration conditions on that project.
I

(By W. H. Alburn, Staff Correspondent of the New Mexican.)
The future of government reclamation is at stake. And on government
reclamation hangs the full development of the great west, the utilization
of all available land and water to
families
make homes for American
and provide food for the increasing
millions of our cities.
Private irrigation did well in the
But private capital de-- j
early days.
the easiest projects. The big,
difficult work of reclaiming, the tens
of millions of acres of arid land yet
can best be done by the na- Hon if the nation can work out
wiser policy.
to
I have tried in previous reports,
show how Uncle Sam, unintentional- ly, has made it increasingly hard for
settlers to pay for their irrigated
farniH.
If they can t pay, they must
be turned out or given their watered
land scot free. Either alternative is
bad, and in either case the reclamation fund fails of renewal.
What, then, should the government
our reclamation
do to
service on a sound and permanent
basis?
In one word, the big need of the
irrigation farmer is CAPITAL. If he
to succeed, Uncle Sam must either
extend his credit, or lend him cash,

REP. L. J. MARTIN
DIES SUDDENLY
IN STATION
Washington, D. C, May 5. Representative Lewis J. Martin, Democrat,
of Newton, N. J., dropped dead in
the union station here today.
He
was serving his first term In congress
and had served his state in both the
assembly and the senate, being the
minority leader in the latter from
1890 to 1902.
Mr. Martin
was 69
years old.
Mr. Martin had
just arrived in
Washington from New Jersey. As
he stepped off the train, he was taken ill and several bystanders helped
him into an office nearby. He died
soon afterward.

or both.
Nearly ten times aa many American
farmers as we have on all our national reclamation projects together
have emigrated to Canada largely
more liberal
because of Canada's
terms.
In Canada a settler has 20 years to
farm. Uncle
pay for a
Sam gives him only ten years to pay
for a far more costly irrigation farm.
,vnd the 6 per cent interest the
ta farmer pays does hot make up the
difference.
The rauailian Pacifie raiiroa,i
j
a
ferg a
.iy.matt(,
,
with a fence aromid It,, a house and
barn built, a well dug, the sod broken
an(j 8eed planted and lets him move
Uncle
jn and pay in twenty years.
sam only brings the irrigation ditch
to the edge of the 40 or 80 acres of
sand and sage brush.
In Canada a new settler can borrow
with
$2,000 for farm improvements,
He
20 years to pay it, at 6 per cent.
can buy on credit $1,000 worth of
live stock, so essential to proper farm
The American farmer
development.
can borrow nothing at all in the first
hard years when he needs it most
and when he succeeds in getting loans
they cost him 10 to 12 per cent.
Here is a radical difference in policy. Canada appeals to the poor man

2. That the total time for payment,
instead of ten years, should be from
15 to 25 years, at the option of the
farmers.
These demands seem just. There
which
is a bigger idea,
however,
most of the farmers have not yet
grasped.
Why should not Uncle Sam advance them capital to develop their
lands, as Canada does, and as most
European nations do? Why should
they pay 10 or 12 per cent to banks
and loan companies, when the government could borrow money at 3 per
cent and lend it to them profitably at
4 or B per cent with their farms as

who wants a home and independence.
Uncle Sam, on the irrigated land
the only good public land still available in America appeals to
O. K. Farnham, secretary of the na-tional federation of water users association (wliose members are the irrigation farmers), declares: "The government should not limit the settleof reclaimed
ment and acquisition
land to speculators and people of
means sufficient to buy a farm anywhere, as under the present policy."
of
It may well be maintained,
course, that the reclamation farmer
should have ut. least. $1,000 or $2,000
to start with. But certainly the door
of hope should not be shut in the face
of a farmer just because he is poor,
And even the man with money usu-thally needs help. I have seen scores
of "capitalist" settlers whose $3,000
or $5,n00 quickly melted away in the
early work of erecting buildings, reclaiming their dry, reluctant soil and
meeting the government payments.
Farmers on the projects are almost unanimous in declaring:
1.
That they should not. be cornpelled to start the annual payments
for their water right until their soil
lias borne at least one good crop- -is
three or four
which takes usually
years.
1
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Two car-

penters were instantly killed thismorning by falling 112 feet in the elevator shaft of the First National bank
being erected here. The dead:
E. Organ, 42, Evansville, Ind.
Fred W. Leeds, 35, carpenter fore-!ma726 South Logan street, Denver,
Colo.
The men were working on a plat-

form arranging a pulley shaft and
were plunged to the basement when
the platform collapsed. This makes
the fourth fatality since work on the
building began.

POPE PIUS GRANTS
AN AUDIENCE TO

NOTED CARDINAL

Yg-na-

j

n

-

Rome, May 5. Pope Pius, for the
first time since his illness, gave an
The honor
audience this morning.
Ferrata,
fell to Cardinal Dominic
who recently returned from Malta,
where he had presided over the
congress as papal legate.
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WILSON IS SILENT ON "JAP"
BILL UNTIL BRYAN RETURNS--1

Redding, Calif., May 5. With bullet wounds in the leg and hand, Pie-tr- o
Lissere who escaped after a rifle
battle with a sheriff's posse at Wood
last night was arrested at a hotel in
Sisson today. lie was a member o
a gang of alleged blackhanders who
were intercepted by the authorities
a
as they were about to dynamite
house in which two women and eight
children were sleeping.
The district attorney said today
that the discovery of the plot was
of
due to the voluntary confession
Frank Cipparone, who said that he
was an unwilling member of the gins
and that he had been promised $2,006
to light the fuses.
Leo Germoni, whose home the members of tii') gang were preparing to
blow up, Is a clerk In the store of the
Wood Lumber company, and was under suspicion of having been a company spy in a strike that occurred
three years ago, according to Information given to the district attorney
today. The aileged purpose of the
conspirators was to blackmail $10,000
from the lumber company on threats

CARPENTERS

Juarez
forces, who declared that he witnyssed j(,0 orthern railroad,
the surrender to Governor Carranza, So fUP the mutineers, who number 250,
commander in chief of the revolution
merely have displayed resentment beWAR. AT EM PALME.
i.
Vnruta AnV Mnv B. ITenvv can- - Cause their leader ordered thein to
inading was heard today from the state Chihuahua City, on instructions from
troop base at Ortiz, indicating that General Antonio Rabago. But insur
hostilities had been resumed near Em- - gent agents here believe they soon
Ipalme. Fourteen federal soldiers cap-- i
tured in yesterday's fight arrived to will accept the revolutionary plan. re-General Salazar and his men
lti
day. at Hermosi.Uo.
federals were killed.
treated to New Casas Grandes, with
MAY ARREST MEDDLERS.
the mutineers in undisputed claim of
Washington, D. C., May 5 Persons the older and
larger settlement a few KING NICHOLAS, AT LAST MOMENT,
MAJOR GOMEZ BRINGS NEWS THAT
exporting arms from the United States
from
miles
the
railway.
CLOUD
WAR
in Mexico may
BACK
PUSHES
NOTED GENERAL AND 700 FED- to promote revolution
With the possession of the Casas
be arrested by American authorities
WHICH THREATENED ALL EUROPE
ERALS GAVE UP THEIR ARMS AT for violating the neutrality proclama- Grandes district, a valuable food sup- tion of 1912, before the arms actually
in- the
it
is
by
center,
planned
ply
LAMPAZOS.
have left the United States, according
surgents to go ahead with the camDECISION AFFECTS
t, a decision today by the supreme paign against Juarez. Already 20
court.
have appeared at San
HOSTILITIES ARE
The decision reversed the district
STOCK EXCHANGE
on the Texas border. They will
federal court for western Texas, which r0ceed against Guadalupe, where
RESUMED AT EMPALME annulled indictments against Arnulfo tnere jB ouy a small force of rural.
Chavez, and Jose Mesa.
nolice.
London, .May o. sir iuwara uiay,
MAY GIVE IN.
It is admitted that Juarez would be the British foreign minister, aunounc
El Paso, Texas, May 5. Mutinous
El Paso, Texas,
May 5. General
of no value without some inland point jp(j at today's meeting rf the ambassa-ion Saturday
Fernando Trucy Aubert and 700 fed- - federal troops which
the border state, preferably
l ad uncondil.ona;
Jose
General
to
theidrove their commander,
eial soldiers has surrendered
1.,,., rittf
Ut mamhers nf flip Kl PnSO dors ,Uat Montenegro
be,,'iit,.0 t.at raass r.rnn,ipS mnv. ally placed tho question of the future
Salazar, and his followers from oldl.
Carranza insurgents at Lampazos,
low Laredo, Texas, said a verification Casas Grandes, Mexico, have been urg- - bt eafjiIy taken and a, the game time of Sclltari in the hands of the Euro-eto accept formally the constitution- of the reporj received today by the
affon, & railway food 8npply and a pean powers.
constitutionalist committee here. The nlist revolution. If they uo, this prac-- W;se for m,m
reached by King
The decision
against
operation
news was brought to the border by tically will place the revolutionists In the 8tate
Nicholas at the last moment had the
,ta,
Mex-the
of
the
control
Gomez
state
of
the
territory along
,.,.,..
the
Major Salvador
.
.
o immediately
Aijurtcoai v c.
in European politics It
retension
Ariz.,
May
Nogales,
to
f.om Guaymas took the aggressive caused unbounded sahstaction
and the general public. The
constiplomats
hv
being repulsed
STOCK exciiailgt; ItBptmuu m
Z
RESENTS "IMPOSITION."
At the close of the ambassador's conbattle received today in an official

MEN

TWICE WOUNDED
HE IS CAPTURED

Such loans would enable the farmers more quickly and more surely to
make their farms productive and pay
the reclamation charges.
These charges would require new
laws from congress.
There are many other things that
the farmers criticise chiefly matters
of administration.
The reclamation service, however,
is gradually correcting most of these
evils. It has learned much in ten
years. It is nuvking fewer mistakes
of engineering and project manage- of further dynamiting outrages.
ment. Its chief need is a still more
liberal administration of existing laws TWO
and a more frank, human, tolerant
ARE KILLED AFTER
treatment of the settlers.

south of

Washington, D. C, May 5. The supreme court today extended the time
in which the Union Pacific railroad
must dispose of its 40 per cent in tho
Southern Pacific stock, from May 12 to
July 1, this only partially complying
with the request of the Union Pacific
attorneys for an indefinite extension
of time.
Washington, D. C, May 5. The general effect of the decision is a vicAttory for the federal government.
torney General McReynolds opposed
an extension longer than July 1.
The quest for extension was made
by the railroad attorneys when it became apparent that the circuit judges
sitting as the district court of Utah
would not be able in the time alloted
to pass on the dissolutiom
plan reThe attorneys recently submitted.
quested an indefinite extension.
The sale of stock by the Union Pacific was made necessary on December 2, 1912, when the supreme court
decided that its ownership by the
Union Pacific affected a combination
with the Southern Pacific, a competing road, in violation of the Sherman
t
law.
The court gave the Union Pacific
until May 12 to dispose of its holdings.
No opinion was announced by the
supreme court explaining its action.
Washington, D. C, May 5. Presi-Chief Justice White merely made the
Wilson received today by teledent
announcement of the course the court
graph, a copy of the alien land bill
had determined upon.
passed by the California legislature,
now awaiting Governor Johnson's sigJURY DISAGRES
nature. He let It be known that the
administration would take no
IN MURDER CASE federal
further steps until Secretary Bryan
returns Thursday with first hand inSpringfield, Ohio, May 5. The jury formation.
in the case of Dr. Arhtur B. Smith,
Mr. Wilson told his callers that he
the formal procharged with the murder of his wife had not
by poisoning, reported this morning test of Japan and Intimated that bethat it had been unable to reach a ver- fore May 13, the last day for Governor Johnson to sign the bill, some
dict.
- Judge Hagan declared a mis-triexpressions might be expected as to
and discharged the jury, which uad whether it would be in contravention
of the treaty with Japan.
been out more than 48 hours.
anti-trus-

SAID

SOMNILO- -

LADY MACBETH

Washington, D. C, May 3 The contempt of court judgments upon Samuel Gompers, Frank .Morrison and
John Mitchell, officials of the Ameri
can Federation of Labor were sustained today by the court of appenls for
the District of Columbia, which, however, revised the sentence to give
Gompers thirty days' imprisonment
and fine Mitchell and Morrison $500
each, with no jail term.
The chief justice of the court dissenting, held that the eiutire judgment
should be reversed.
The lower court
sentencing, held that, the entire judgment should be reversed. The lower
court sentenced Gompers to one year.
Mitchell nine months, and Morrison
eIx months without option of fine.
All were convicted
of violating a
court injunction in the noted Buck's
Stove and Range case.
MAY APPEAL.
Ail appeal from the decision today
will be taken to the supreme court of
the t'nited States if attorneys of the
liiLor leaders can find ground
upon
which to ask the highest court to
the judgment. On a previous appeal to the supreme court, the judgment was effectually dismissed
and
the
contempt proceedings were
bi ought all over again.
In the previous action the decision
cf the court below holding the men in
The discontempt was unanimous.
senting opinion of the chief justice
today probably will present one avenue
of further appeal.
The case has been a hard fought
one and attracted wide attention because of the prominence of the men
involved. The contempt was allege,
to have been the publication of the
l.anie of the Bucks Stove and Raiige
company .in a
"boycott list"
In the American Federation of Labor's
cflicial magazine after it had been forbidden" by the court.
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CHIEF JUSTICE OF

Washington, D. C, .May 5. Xo public hearings on the tariff revision bill
are to be held by the senate finance
committee, according to Senator
its chairman.
"There will be no public hearings,"
has
raid he today. "Tina question
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report stated that 300
The gov insurgent
als had been taken prisoners.

ernment's legal experts are studying
the Webb bill in an effort to locate
what may be points of attack. Many
officials here believe the lawyers of the
California legislature have succeeded
in framing a bill that may successfully
lesist attack on the ground it violates
any provision of the treaty of 1911 between the Vniled States and Japan. In
that case Japan would need to rely on
the general provision of International
law to secure relief from the threatened discrimination it alleges.
Some apprehension that an effort
(Continued

on page eight).

feder-

(Continued

on page eight).

SILENCE ON DR. FRIEDMANNS
" CURE " IS MEDICOS' CUE
Washington, D. C, May 5
titude of silence toward the

An at-

"cure" of Dr. F. F. Friedmann
will be maintained by constituent so- cieties of the American congress ot
phyBlctans and surgeons, which beThe
gins sessions here tomorrow.
constituent organizations began their

meetings today at several hotels.
Dr. Noble P. Barnes, president of
the American Therapeutec society,
!had a reference to.tbe "cure" in his
welcoming address "but eliminated it.
It was possible Dr. Barnest said, that
the subject would be referred to In
open discussions but the policy of the
congress was one of silence.

THE DAY IN CONGRESS.
SENATE.

President Wilson submitted
nations for confirmation.

nomi-

Simmons, finance comno public hearing
on tariff bill would be held.
HOUSE.
Resumed reading of tariff bill for
amendment under five minute debate
rule.
Chief of engineers recommended
buttermilk channel, New York harbor, be made 35 feet deep and 1,000
feet wide at a cost of $1,950,000.
Chairman

mittee, announced

RAILROADS MUST FURNISH
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT.
Washington, D. C, May 5. The Interstate commerce commission held

today that where perishable freight
moves regularly and insufficient yoV
ume to justify the installation of special equipment in the cars such aB
stovet, and linings, to prevent the
shipments from freezing, the special
service should be furnished by the
carriers.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
the walls rung with the laughter and
tiaiety of social llfu, and again it was
often the meeting place for the consideration of affairs of state. Since
Otero moved out it was
rented as a residence and recently occupied by Dr. Standley G. Small. So
much for the building which will soon
be the new home of the Santa Fe
club.
The Santa Fe club is only two years
old.
It has been phenomenally successful. It was started after the sugof several gentlemen made in
ROMANCE AND HISTORY SURROUND- gestion
a casual wiy, at meetings in this city.
ING THE BUILDING IT WILL SOON Among them were James Seligman,
Rev. .lames G. Mythen, who was here
OCCUPYBUILT IN 1868IT HAS a; the time and also by the late W.
Bayard Cutting. Words led to deeds
BEEN OCCUPIED BY PROMINENT I'.ud the
property recently occupied, a
handsome residence, belonging to Miss
WITH
CHARACTERS
CONNECTED
Sophie Knapp, on Lincoln avenue, was
rented and has been the home of the
NEW MEXICO HISTORY
club until the present removal, ever
since. It was organized with a resident membership of 50, and soon had
THE CLUB'S PERSONNEL
as large a
membership.
t'irst; P''esIdent was Major R. L.
Alin ITO DDflCDrDITV
I T I'alon, president of the First National
Anil 110 rltUOl
brnk, who was followed by Dr. James
A. Massie.
Xlie Santa Fe club will move from
The club has not only been a source
their Quarters on Lincoln avenue
lof enjoyment for resident members,
Hie residence property owned by
but has been much appreciated by
Miguel Otero, on Washinf..-tomembers, some of the
avenue.
members of the legislature belonging
Tho recording of this bit of news and
having enjoyed its benefits durat this time has a certain signifithe legislative sessions. The mem- cance and a bit of reminiscence about ing
memoes tnree
a
it whereby hangs a tale. The signlfi tersnip
I nited States senator, and many othctiiice is that the club is growing, a.nl ers who are
in official, proneeds larger quarters. It is in a great- fessional andprominent
commercial
life. Jts
er sense that this removal will put a
embraces
membership
social
for
iis
club, peculiar
greatness, prominent men of Jxmdon, England:
U
1.,.
.. . lino
iu
"i r.
""and from the states of New York Illi- -

GROWTH OF THE

Fresh Eggs, 30c Per

Doz.

SANTA FE

Get Our Prices On Flour and Potatoes.

m

OR SWEEPING POWDER.

TRY OUR COOKING OIL.

ER GROCERY GO.
PHONE 40.

tnl

Wood

oal

MAY 5, 1913.

KJ05P

RESIDENTS ASK TO
PAVE DON GASPAR
AND PALACE AVE.

CLUB

MANVILLE DUSTBANE

IN

MONDAY,

SAWED WOOD

n

MAYOR
FOR

LOPEZ RECEIVES
PROPOSED

AND WILL SUBMIT

PETITIONS

IMPROVEMENTS
THEM TO THE

RESOLVED

COUNCIL TOMORROW.

WE WILL MAKE A

THAT

HIT

when Yov
tu
See our

With

CONCRETE TO REPLACE

stock of
Selected them for.
good coops, we

WOODEN BRIDCES HERE

you they" are here

ItesMonts of Santa Fe have signed
retitic;,rt asking for paving on an extensive scale. The petitions will be
read at the meeting of the city coun

cil tomorrow night.
In di.cussing the

petitions this
norniii;:, Mayor Lopez said that one
of them is from the residents of Don
Caspar avenue who wish that famous
thoroughfare paved. "The majority of
the property holders want the paving,"
said the mayor, "and the majority
rules in these matters. Asphalt and
macadam, will be the materials used,
ii the- - council acts favorably on the pe-

at a

prcz mp
stand pack of
THEM.

we:
i

EVERYBODY LIKES A CERTAIN AMOUNT OF APPLAUSE AND
APPRECIATION SHOWN THEM WHEN THEY KNOW THEY HAVE
DONE A GOOD THING. WE ARE ALWAYS TRYING TO MAKE A HIT
WITH THE PEOPLE IN OUR COMMUNITY BY HAVING A NEW, FULL
STOCK OF RELIABLE HARDWARE, AND BY BEING ABLE TO GIVE
CUSTOMERS JUST WHAT THEY WANT, AND BY MAKING GOOD, HONEST PRICES, SO THAT EVERYONE WHO BUYS HARDWARE FROM
US WILL GO AWAY SATISFIED. WE CAN DO NO BETTER ADVERTISING THAN TO PLEASE OUR CUSTOMERS AND GET THEIR CONFIDENCE AND GOOD WILL.

tition."
Don Caspar avenue extends from
WOOD -San Francisco street in the heart of
"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."
the ( it y to what are known as the Phone 14.
Phone 14.
Domestic Lump
Fancy Egg
Fancy Lump
s
"suburbs" and has many fine
The reminiscence is that which gath- and California.
on it. For some time there
a social
ers about a frontier army post club, it bears theBeing purely of
being has been cdmplaint of dust in sum
reputation
vhen the Otero property was the one of the most exclusive
in the state mer mid slush in wiliter. The prop
scone of many social gatherings.
and for that matter, in the southwest. erty holders have wished the avenue
Phone One Double O J.
The fransier to these quarters is
The club, as has been said, is in mail"
in appearance, even
a blending of the new and the old. need of larger quarters, and the oc- if its name is ancient.
The occupancy by a vigorous young cupancy of the Otero property will
PALACE AVENUE.
club, that has grown to remarkable give it what is needed. In fact, the
said that another
Mayor
Lopez
proportions, of a stately old place for new home is much more commodious ticn is presented to have Palace peti
ave
merly occupied by gallant gentlemen and ideal,' where the conveniences will nue
paved all the way down from Dr.'
and fair gentlewomen of the old tend to combine all that is wanted for
Harrison's to Burro alley. A large
school. The atmosphere of the place a city and a country club, as well. The
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
of this noted residential ave
is still perfumed with the chivalry new quarters will contain a library portion
nue has been paved already.
Many
and the graciousness of the long ago, and reading room, a buffet, a cafe, two
ODS, Electricity plays a most imporwhen social affairs were a part of card rooms, a kitchen, cloak rooms property holders have been of the
tant
finishthat
"the
should
be
opinion
job
part. The grandfather would
the life and existence of frontier days, and toilets. A separate entrance for
ea.' Hence the petition. Should this
commanders
alone
when
or
ladies,
be
mingled
coming
exacting
amazed at the radiance of the mod-hoaccompanied
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and
be carried out, the north side of
QAMTA
discipline with the music of by an escort, will also be provided plan
nilitary
I
the plaza, facing the famous Old Pal-- !
ern
and why all this light ? To
all points in New Mexico, Ariregimental bands and with the offer and for their use there will be two
of the warmest hospitality to those ladies' rooms, a parlor and lounging ace of the Governors, would be includ
zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
more homelike to make
the
make
home
v ho were worthy of it, who came with- room and a tea room. The spacious ed in the paving, and add much to the
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
of
the
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
plaza.
halls are also well adapted for recep beauty
in the borders of X'ncle Sam's doBRIDGES REPAIRED.
mains.
tions, dancing and card parties, and
for
father, mother and children. Good light
The mayor has received complaints
The Otero property was built by so forth. The upstairs apartments
will
be
use
for
of resident and about some of the wooden bridges iii
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
the
the government in 1S6S, and was not
members
for
the
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sleeping
College
the
quaronly
commanding
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Fort Marcy, but it
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days ago
ing officers' quarters of the depart- surrounded by grand old cotton woods, and his heavy machine is said to have I
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which
southare
of
the
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ment commander. The department at
plunged through, breaking an axle,
"The bridges have been repaired
that time had headquarters here and west. The property includes the use
ombraced all of New Mexico and oi the spacious lot back of the house, temporarily," said the mayor, "and
e
Arizona, which was under the juris- on which will be built tennis courts, will be replaced eventually with
diction of. the commanding officer 0f!letween Washington and Lincoln av- structures which will 'stand up'
under all conditions. I realize as well
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the supervision of the chief quarter
anyone their importance of safewill
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A
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the lives of motorists and
master, and the contract for the adobe ccming year
guarding
For Rates and Full lnformation'Address
was given to the old firm of Seligman mittee has been appointed and funds others. In these days of heavy touring
IS QUITE SO CONVEN- (appropriated to rake care of a month- cars going at a good clip, very strong
Biothers.
0 F & P. AOENT,
smoker at which refreshments will
must be installed. Wooden
The first commanding officer to oc jt;'
bridges
IENT
EL PASO, TEXAS.
as
to touch the button and
be served, and to which at certain
cupy it was General Gregg of the times the ladies will be invited. Each bridges are not able to stand the
your stove is ready to cook your
Fifth infantry. Following him came member has a
strain."
right to the use of one
Colonel Hatch of the Ninth cavalry.
iron
ready to use, your toasted
lrdy's membership card, which may
After these came General Granger, b'
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sister of a member as preferred,
for
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MEN IN A SKIFF
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such lady to the privileges
! end
the last was Colonel Pierson of entitling
to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heatO; the club.
for afterArrangement
ready
the Tenth infantry. After the post noon
I
the ladies,
teas, to be
Chester, Pa. May 5. During the
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
was abandoned, these quarters, as will also be made.given by
storm that swept over this section, a
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
for
well as all the sets of officers' and
you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
The club is in a flourishing finan- flFliing skiff in which were Willard
men's quarters remained vacant for cial
and night' Estimates and full infor'The' West Point" of The Southwest.
condition, and will be able to and John Headley and Peter Leap, of
day
some time. The building came into
carry out plans that It makes in the Swedesboro, X. J., was struck by
cheeer fully given.
mation
Indian
the
of
existence during
days
Ranked as "Distinguished
way of social enjoyment and entertain- ligthning.
of fights along the old Santa ment. The furniture
uprisings,
of the club is of
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Institution " by the (J S. Fe trail, of threatened assaults on the the best
mHprn nnH nAaniari in flip bottom of the boat unconscious and
old town. u was omit Hiieu uieie comfort
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convPnience 0f the guests the other two men were stunned.
was need of quarters for the com and
Located in tbe beautiful Pecoi
members, and in keeping with the
The shock crippled the boat's enA
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manding
department.
Valley, 3,700 feet above sealevel,
and atmosphere of the gine and left the craft and its' crew
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.
ns.
full
not
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rpptnipii
unshlne every day. Open air
rne
and writing rooms at the mercy of the storm. The boat
sombled at any military post, but there place,contain reading
work throughout tbe entire scs-- aU the ,end,
daiy was making for the city from the Xew
aion.
Conditions for physical
were as high as eight companies here
nnd magazineg
of this Jersey channel and had reached a
and mental development are
at one time, and being regimental newBp aml
many European and other point near the upper end of Chester isccuntry
IDEAL such as cannot be found
headquarters as well, there was al- - foreign publications, and here also land,
elsewhere In America. Fourwhen the lightning struck it.
PHONE 85 MAIN.
will be found for correspondence hand
teen officers and Instructors, all
John Headley and Leap made a sig
which'
band
of
a
the
reveal
presence
Eastsome
club
serfrom
standard
table
The
graduates
stationery.
nal of distress by tying their coats
discoursed music then in the plaza, vice of linen,
Ten buildings,
ern colleges.
glassware and silver- t' a pole. A steamer sigthhed the
a now. Those who have read some ware for the cafe will also be
modern in every respect.
signal and the men were rescued and
of Captain Charles King's stories or
FACTORY WOOD
sent to this city, where an ambulance
Regents
who know anything of life in
those
The courtesy of the club will be took
E. A. CAHOON, President.
SAWED
to the Chester Hospital.
WOOD
Headley
at
the
that
regular army, especially
extended to visiting guests for ten His condition is serious.
J. E. RHEA,
STEAM
COAL
WOOD
CORD
imcan
some
Idea
of
the
time,
gain
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
days and cards of invitation will be
Willard Heatley at the time the
pcrtance attached to the commanding issued through the members to vis- JOHN W. FOB, Secretary.
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
lightning struck, had hold of the iron
'
officers' quarters. Many a sentry has itors to the city,
W. A. F1NLAY.
Montezuma
tiller.
Avenue, near A., T- - & S. F. Railroad Depot.
walked post in front of this residence,
,
r For particulars and illustrated
The officers of the club are as falrehas
an
many
orderly
triumphantly
address,
lows:
Xew Mexican Want Ads always
President, Hon. Arthur Seligported here for duty, congratulating man; first vice president, A. B. Rene-han- ;
results, Try it.
bring
had
W.
COL. JAS.
himself that he
WILLSON, Supt.
escaped guard
second vice president, Judge E.
!
duty, and had been selected by the C Abbott;
H. H. Dorman;
adjutant as the trimmest man at guard tieasurer, H.secretary,
B. Cartwright. The chairmount, to do orderly duty that day men of the committees
are: James
for the commanding officer. Many a L
Ex- Seligman, house committee;
For Repairing of All Kinds
soldier has sought an audience with
"
L'"a"'
likelihoodof having to wait until
In Metal and Wood
the
G.
Small, social; Bronson M.
Rethe "old man" was at his office ad . Standley
Cutting, library.
If you start out to buy any
rGUNS, BICYCLE,
joining the adjutant's. Many a dapper
young lieutenant has perhaps called
given article and are offered the
We make Mission Furniture,
LOCK, KEY and
here on the "daughter of the regi- YOUNG GIRLS MAKE
choice of one that is well known
Shelving. Counters, 5tepl ade
ment" and broken away from a
URGENT
UPHOLSTERING SPECIALTIES
ders, and do all kinds
through advertising and one
when he heard first call. Many
of repairing.
that you never heard of, you
a conference has been had with the
New York, May 5. Superintendent
will Instinctively
choose the
commanding officer, relating to In128 Galisleo St. Phone lOfJ
of of Schools
dian troubles, to the movement
Maxwell denounced
as
one that you know about. You
troops, to the carrying out of orders. "outrageous," the system of medical
NOVELTY WORKS.
feel secure in selecting an arMany a gay and gracious company has Inspection recently introduced in the
Just Try a New Mexican Want Ad
and
X04
will
ticle
that
stand
jusup
gathered to pay their respects to the public schools here under which
ant auick returns.
SANTA FE. N. M. If you
Telephone 157 W.
commander and the first lady of the young girls have been subjected to
tify generous publicity.
pobt. Many a thoughtful and worried medical examination by physicians af
A
manufacYou are right..
frown has been seen, caused by the ter being forced to divest themselves
turer or a merchant cannot afcsre and responsibility of some com- of their clothing, until they were In
ford to lend his name ta anycondition.
WHERE DIRECT CONNECTIONS ARE MADE
plex situation, and many a peal of a semi-nudThe Superintendent knew nothing
thing that is Inferior In quality
laughter has rung out from smiling
lips in the joy and whirl of some so- o: the arbitrary work of the Board of
or not up to the standards of
,NEW MEXICAN PBINTING 00.
Vy
cial fuction.
Health until ten girl pupils of public
Looal AgentB for
value.
The years passed and the times school No. 168 wrote a frantic letter
If an article has real merit It
changed. The stage coach gave way of protest today.
to the express train, the Indian re
is
worth talking about. If it
The girls wrote, that despite their
tired to his reservation, the highway- strenuous objections, they had been
THROUGH LINE TO
hasn't merit it doesn't pay to
.
man became more scarce, the Missis- forced to roport of their bodies and
tell people that it has.
sippi was brought nearer, and the day then had been subjected to a moBt
and Desk combined.
If you make hats or shoes or
embaraasing examination, a large por
A Desk Unit with few ot
whatnot and they are guod and
jfc,
tion of which they could not under
M
many Book Units as desired.
jgjijB'gBiSiiBiy"
'government donated the property to stand, by the young physicians.
honest and possess unusual
The only perfect combination
p
T'rlr'w
the board of education of the city of
II
For near two months this new style
dak and bookcase ever made.
II
qualities tell the public, and
fiimu
Ilk, " l1
Santa Fe, after congress had passed cf medical examination has been going
II
convenient,
attrao
Roomy,
If
rllljHL
will
the
you.
public
support
an act to dispose of it as a reserva- on.
1
thre. We want to show yo
not, go back to your factory or
tion. In time the commanding offi
its advantages and posn- - "
The method of the examination was
For Information as to Rates, Reservations,
call on
merstore
and
bring your
your
bilities C U, writs ot pbont
cers' quarters were bought by Miguel explained by Anna McLaughlin, a girl
M. Scott, Traveling Freight and Passenger Agent, 239
to
a standard that
chandise up
t 12. It appears the inspectors em- . f
m Otero and again the historic spot beo .
will justify the public's
came the en tlre center of public In-- j brace all the girls in the schools rang-tereaan rrancuco aireei, or al union uepot.
and the exclusive mansion of ing in from the ages of 12 to 15 years
tbe governor of the
I
Again of age.
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ed of H. C. Yontz, Jeweler, Sunta Fe, Mrs. Maude B. Coleman, Farm5,000
N. M.) To he awarded the candidates
ington
5,001
having the third highest number of Maurine Moore, Ft. Bayard
5.000
Crisanta Duran, Bibo
votes in each of the four districts.
Four Trips to the Pacific Coast, Bess Martin, Aztec
5,000
at Lot Angeles. Alice Gorman, Deming
(including
San Francisco, Salt Lake City and Mrs. P. E. James, Las Cruces. . 5,000
5,000
To be awarded tno candi- A. L. Manner, Magdalena
Denver.)
DISTRICT NO. 4.
dates having the fourth highest number of votes in each of thu four disThe Counties of Torrance, Guarla
tricts.
:li,pe, Quay, Curry, Roosevelt, Lincoln,
Four $75 I. C. S. Scholarships, (se- Chaves, Otero and Eddy.
State Chits. UokUnberg, Tucuiucari l,s:l,n
cured tli rough Mr. MacCurdy,
To he Helen M. I.lndse.v. l'onales
12U.900
Agent, Albuquerque. X. M.)
the ;(arlos Meyer, Kstancia
awarded the candidate having
92,'iini
lif Hi highest number of votes in each Stella Eastwood, Tolur
of the four districts.
Helen M. Russell, Morkirty .. 30,000
IS NEW FOUND LEADER FOR FIRST
CITY
Four $25 Gold Watches, (purchased Ailio Holmes, La Lande
MISS FLORA AKERS OF THIS
30,000
2!i,0'.li
AND SUNDRY ;ot IT. C. Yontz, Jeweler, Santa Fe, N. Lui'ii Tuttle, Eslancia
NUMEROUS
GAINS RECORDED
BIG
NY
HONORS-MAthe
candidates jUrs. Tony Stanton, Willard. . 11, 000
M. To be awarded
of
-- CONTEST
IS NOW A having the sixth highest number
PREDICTED FOR NEXT THURSDAY
SHAKE-UPDaugherity, Dayton ... 5.700
votes in each of the four districts. jLeatha
5,20
Clara L. Kennedy, San Jon
In all there are twenty-fivprizes Kathleen Gaylord, Lale Arthur 5,100
RED HOT RACE.
offered, six for each district, besides Bessie Bowen, Melrose
5,1 00
the grand prize $1,000 In uold. The
5.0U0
Willie Lawing, Tueumcari
jMiss
total value exceeds $5,000.
5,000
iKinnia Kolsch, Vaughn
WRITE OR CALL ON CONTEST Lourine
5,000
Copeland, Elkins.
LESS THAN THREE MORE WEEKS'
EDITOR.
5,000
Clovls
Veta
Further information rtgatding this jcionie Bills,
5,000
Chavez, Estancia
WIN
had
TO
be
contest
WISH
by
may
YOU
great prize
5.001
WORK NOW IF
IVarlie Tagader, Clovls
calling on or writing the Con'est Edi- Grace Dahoney, Elida
5,000
Mexican.
tor of The Santa Fe New
5,000
Bess Boyd, Artesia
Contest phone 31J.
I.Marguerila Rengin, Tularosa... 5,000
X
1.
X
NO.
X
X
DISTRICT
X
X
X
5S
X X S
Delia Courtney, Clovls . .'
5,000
X X X x
The City and County of Santa Fe
ROLL OF HONOR.
5.000
JV. E. Marsh, Clovls.'
X
s
Fe
614,400
Mexican
Flora
greu
Santa
the
New
in
Akers,
5,000
Pearl Heisel, Cuervo
Following are the ten highest candidates
X
real
are
the
Fe
468,270
Una Krick, Santa
and who, so far in the race, apparently
Taiban
5,000
Kathleen
Cannon,
v
X
m
000
340,600
gold.
Frances Leeson, Santa Fe
fTfirs honors and the attendant award-$l,5,000
May Clements, Corona
......... ,,.,1, 4M
25S,9;i0
Arthur Alarid, Santa Fe
5,000
Elizabeth McTntyre, Carthage.
N Who will he the lea dors
614.460 X
Fe.
.251,000
S
Santa
Tweedy,
George
5,000
1.
MISS FLORA
Margine Rooney, Ft. Sumner.
v
-KaQn
Fe
Santa
A.
217,100
.
I n r PAMnE
Mrs.
J.
rlWUC
Carruth,
QKIU
"
Mossie Holcomb, Lakewood...
' ALDUUU
5,000
2. MISS AJtLHiuc
X
.532,200
142,300
Fe
Adella Muller, Santa
5.000
Trixie Harris, Roswell
3.
MISS ESTER LUCERO, BERNALILLO
X
.468,270
Isabel R. Hernandez, Santa Fe. 122,700 Ola Mae Hill, Vaughn
FE . .
5,0Oo
4. MISS LENA KRICK, SANTA
.445,500 X
Viscentita C. do Baca, Santa Fe. 120, 100 Myrtie Woods, Portales.
MAGDALENA
5,000
5. MISS IRENE PENDER,
.423,500 X
Farnesto Casados. Santa Fe... 117,060 'Myrtle Tiniu-n- , Carrizozo
ADELINO
5,000
6.
MISS LUCY ELENA ORTIZ,
X
.340,600
Fe
102,000
Emma
Santa
Valdez,
5 000
Jimmie Abbott, Tularosa
ad a Kir cs LEESON. SANTA FE
7.
900
274
94,110 Ella
Albert Wheelon, Santa Fe
Z Si MYRTLE G RENDON, TRUCHAS
5,000
Fanning, Hope
8.
Antoinette Wright, Santa Fe 92,870 Florence Abrahams, Moriurty.
FE
5,000
9. ARTHUR ALARID, SANTA
251,000 X
65,100 Lucile McRae,
Ed. C. Tafoya, Santa Fe
SANTA FE
..
5,000
Alamogordo
TWEEDY,
S.
GEORGE
10.
X
X X X
Mrs. B. F. Morris, Santa Fe. . 64,330
X X X X x x x
X X
30,60';
Anna Kaune, Santa Fe
40,000
Santa
Samuel
Fe..
Mendenhall,
Fe; Chas. Goldenberger, Tueum- I ucy Knight, Santa Fe
19,100
The past few days have been
in The New cari, and Miss Stella Sastwood,
19,000
Alemta Norment, Santa Fe .
of
full
surprises
jammed
vote
substantial
a
also
polled
15,000
Yesterday was another clear and
Gladys Whittier, Santa Fe
Mexican's great $5000 prize contest.
knovi
who
those
and are considered by
Ada Moore Robinson, Santa Fe 13,890: cool day with a light frost to make
Adelaida
Miss
reel
off
the
who
Eight
to be "Coiners" in the race. Those
9,100 people wonder at "May weather.' The
Martha Andre, Santa Fe . .
of Albuquerque, who led the
pre the leaders of today should not Mrs. H. L. Ortiz, Santa Fe .
7,800 temperature ranged from 31! to 62; the
and
overtaken
was
race last Thursday,
feel too sure of their position for any Pearl English, Chimayo
7,500
humidity was 35 per cent. At 8 a. m.
Miss
the leadership assumed by
In other
day 'candiates who now occupy
5,100 today the mercy stood at 42
Rafael Gomez, Santa Fe
I lora Akers of this city.
into
places are likely to spring
5,100 tities as follows:
Fe
Rumalda
Santa
Gomez,
first
into
Miss Akers came flashing
the lead.
5,100
I'antaleon Vigil, Santa Fe
Ainarillo, 40; Bismark, 30; lloise, 10:
NOT TOO LATE TO ENTER.
position with all the speed and sparkle
Charles Cardenas, Ildefonzo . . 5,100 Cheyenne, 30; Dodge City, 50; Du- honof a comet, and today holds first
A straightforward
campaign for O. Dupe
Santa Fe . . 5,000
Grand
ors in the contest. Backed by a votes based on actual effort is now on lMi'9. E. D.Herrera, Santa Fe .. 5 000 tango, 36; Flagstaff, 2S;
Castle,
38;
34;
Helena,
City, 58;
tiou,
and
strong coterie of friends, popular
in the big race for $5000 worth of Mary Elizabeth McCullough
Lander, 34; Los Angeles, IS; Modena,
a hustler, she has thrown down the handsome
time
:
from
this
5,000 34; Phoenix, f,2; Portland, 40; Pueblo,
prizes, and
Santa Fe
gauntlet. She will be a factor to be forward candidates who are compet- Paul A. Hall, Santa Fe
5.)t!0 44; Rapid City, 34; Roseburg, 40; Rosreckoned with from now until the
ing will get their votes by good hard Mrs. Paul Doran, Santa Fe.... 5.OJ0 well, 38; Salt Lake, 42; San Francisco,
finish.
5,010 50;
work. There is still plenty of time, Frances Anaya, Santa Fe
Spokane, 30; Tonopah, 50; Winnc
as
totalB
By comparing the vote
5,000
Clarence Wilson, Santa Fe
however, to enter the race and win
mucea, 40.
with
last
Thursday's
today
appear
5.000
they
Mrs. G. F. McNitt, Santa Fe ..
best prize. With a little
FORECAST.
report it will be noticed that Miss
effort on the part of those farth-ere- Mrs. Henry Digneo, Santa Fe . . 5.000
and vicinity
Fe
For
Santa
Tonight
of
Albuquerque,
Adelaida Candelaria,
5.00C
down the line, they could, before Ruth Nix, Santa Fe
and Miss Ester Lucero, of Bernalillo, the end of this week, overcome the Elizabeth Walker, Santa Fe .. 5,000 fair, probably light frost; Tiipfidnv.
fair and warmer:'
who have been vying for first honors strongest opponent in the race, and Ett?. Moore, Santa Fe
P. 000
For New Mexico:
Tonight. fair
in this race, did not make any increase when
5,000
the value of the Ramona Baca, Santa Fe
consider
you
r
In their vote totals today, but look out
sjigniiy coiuer eaai pui uun, uui nui in
prizes offered, and the fact that there Gertrude Gormley, Santa Fe .. 5',,fji, ond
east portion; Tuesday fair.
for next Thursday's report. Saturday will be no losers, it is certainly worth Elizabeth Dagg, Santa Fe
g(
UUINUI iuins.
i'OO
rv;'lie Harrison, Santa l'e
night's mail has not been opened at :the effort.
is moderately high
The
barometer
this writing and the chances are there
NO.
2.
DISTRICT
COMPLETE LIST OF PRIZES
are some surprises in store.
S.i n and the weather fair this morning
The Counties
of Sandoval,
The list of prizes and manner of dis
over most of the western states. Tem
.. Miss Lucy Elena Ortiz, of Adeline
Miguel, Mora, Colfax, Union, Tftos and
tribution is as follows:
peratures continue cool, but inclined
Rio
Arriba.
hus made tremendous strides toward
Gold
Coin.
One Thousand Dollars in
Frost is reported from South
upward.
Bernalillo
She
532,200
Etter
pollfew
Lucero,
in
last
the
days.
the top
To be awarded the candidate securing
eastern
Wyoming and east-Dakota,
.
and
G.
count
.274,900
votes
Truchas.
this
Rendon,
ed over 200,000the greatest number of votes in the Myrtle
and temperatures are
ern
Washington,
ex206,500
has gone out after more. You can
entire contest, regardless as to dis- Angelica Valdez, Springer
close to the frost line in Montana and
S.
SS.910
Chamita
Ortiz
Jose
Miss
from
again
to
Lucero,
hear
limitations.
trict
pect
Conditions favor fair
Paulino Montoya, Cuba
05,400 North Dakota.
soon. Watch and see.
Four $450. Story and Clark Pianos,
in this section over Tuesday,
weather
F.
E.
....
Raton
Van
56,200
MANY GAINS RECORDED.
Duzen,
Learnard-Lindemaof
(purchased
55,400 with probably light frost tonight, but
At no other time since this contest Co., Albuquerque, N. M.) To bt award Alfred Miramon, Taos
Tuesday.
Marted has so many big gains been ed the candidate having the greatest Miss M. C. Silva, Sandoval . . . 48,900 rising temperature
Lucero
Bersabe
47,000
Casias,
Irene
Miss
recorded. Miss Lena Krick,
number of votes in eacli of the four
Hernandez, Ojo Calinente. 33,100 EDISON LOSES CASE
Pender, Miss Frances Leeson, Miss districts after the grand capital prize Lola
AFTER 37 YEARS' FIGHT,
Grace
25,000
Frank, Espanola
Myrtle Rendon, Arthur Alarid and has been awarded.
F. Salazar, Chamita
Pedro
24,200
creditable
made
all
George Tweedy
Four $200 Indian Motorcycles, (pur20,200
Washington, D. C, May 5. After
increases and are numbered among the chased of Neal & Kirkpatrick, Agents, Ida Love, Maxwell
in the courts 37 years, the suit
E.
Taos
being
17,400
Martinez,
Lydia
ten highest in the race.
Santa Fe, N. M.) To be awarded the Pofia
15,000 of. Thomas A. Edison, and others,
Rodriguez, Truchas
.rfiiss Angelica
Valdez, Springer candidates having the second highest
. . 12,000
against the Allantic and Pacific Tele-Miss Jennie Baca, Socorro; Mrs. N. S. number of votes in each of the four Demostenes Martinez, Taos .
P. Grant, Cerro
Ruth
8,410 graph company, and the heirs of Jay
A.
J.
Carruth, district.
Bibo, Grants; Mrs.
Mrs. Lyra Mondragon, Ranchos
Gould, for alleged infringement of pat-- j
Four $150 Diamond Rings, (purchasSanta Fe; Miss Isabel Hernandez,
de Taos
6,500 ents relating to qiiadruplex telegraphy,
Lillie Chavez. Wagon Mound . . B.OJO was ended today when the supreme
Hon. Juan Ortiz, Park View
5,000 court dismissed the Edison appeal.
de
Ruben
Ranchos
Taos
5,000
The lower court held it was without
Garcia,
VOTING SCHEDULE
Clotilda Lucero, Arroyo Hondo 5,000 jurisdiction to consider the case and
Ida May Stevens, Maxwell
5.'j0iI the supreme court sustained that
and subscription price of
5.0)9 view.
Evelyn Morris, Bland
Bessie Fuss, Mora
5,00
THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN (DAILY), NEW MEXICAN REAnita B. Trujlllo, Taos
5.00J
VIEW (WEEKLY) AND EL NUEVO MEXICANO (WEEK- - "
'Elena Garcia, Velarde
5,000
ITomas Martinez, Arroyo Hondo 5.000
LY), ARE AS FOLLOWS:
Frances Sanchez, Las Vegas., 5,000
Annie E. Johnson, Roy
5,000
Marvel Lewis, Wagon Mound . 5,000
Mrs, L. D. Bloom, Jemez
5,000
Rita B. Griego, Sandoval
5,000 AUo (or Salt Rheum, Tetter, Psoriasis, Lupus,
FOURTH PERIOD
THIRD PERIOD
and All Skin Affliction..
M. L. Miera, Algadones.. 5,000
Mrs.
From May 19th to May 24th, InFrom May 5th to May 17tli.
Mrs.
L.
F.
..
5,000
IsHamblen, Questa
clusive, tli following votes will be
the following votes will be
issued on subscriptions :
sued on subscriptions:
Annie Strong, Mora
5,000
Iva Chandler, Cimarron
NEW MEXICAN.
5,000
NEW MEXICAN.

NEW LEADER DAWNS IN

stop-over-

tion plan which went into effect last ary returns by 10,000,000 packages.
62,000,000
packages
year among the employes on the During .March
Cfiinil zone has been suspended. Tins were transmitted through the mails,
was
of
a gain
has become necessary, as President which
12,000,uu0 over
Wilson points out in an executive or- - the previous month. During the first
Uui
three mouths of its operation
der, because there is no appropriation
made by congress for the purpose.
parcel post, curried approximately
P.eu'Mlations
('. (). D. l.0, 000,000 packages,
governing
The delivery problem which, it was
packages sent hy parcel post have
t
been formulated and will go into el'- - anticipated, would cause much
July 1. Ii will then he possible Me, is working out very satisfactorily,
for instance, there
for merchants ami farmers to send in Washington,
foe of 10 cents arc In effect. 81 postotlices. composed
packages colled
Four
which also covers insurance on the of the contract and
veli- and 31
t'nele Sam will .automobile
package up to
from the addressees the ieles are used for the parcel post
collect
indicated on lie? tag which lections. These make from six to
accompanies the package, not exceed- - eight collections a day from the downing $loo, and remit to ilie sender by town stations, and in the suburban
area at least two collections every
postal money order.
On March 1 the parcel post I'acili-- ; (lUy. The regular carriers deliver all
ties were increased by an order add-- j tilt lighter parcels, and it is estimated
ing the privilege of special delivery that 80 per cent of all parcel post
to such packages.
mail is handled by carrier. Every in- The parcel post is a rapidly grow- - dication points to the fact that Uncle
ing institution. In spile of the ah- - Pain is enjoying fully the unique
limit of 11 rounds and oilier
perience of putting the express
restrictions, the reports panics out of business, and apparent-shothat every month its use is in- - ly the people of the country are
During February the total joying the spectacle no less than your
amount handled exceeded the .lanu- - Uncle Sam.
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Atlanta, Ga., May 5.
gent efforts to establish
of the slayer of
1'hagan, whose body was
basement of the National

WASHINGTON IS WONDERING IF THE
"GET" THE PRESIDENT BY THE TEA-CUPOLITICAL ROUTE FAILS.
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1.00
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VOTES

Oldor
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800
3,500

12,500

VOTE COUPON
The Santa Fc New Mexican's

S5.000.00 Prize Contest
1

VOTE

For Miss, Mr. or Mrs
Address

This coupon, when neatly clipped out, name and address
filled In. and brought or sent to the Contest Department of
The New Mexican, Santa Fe, N. M., will count as 1 vote.
Do not roll or fold. Mail In flat packages.

liigina

Martinez. Tlerra

Amarilla
5,000
Adelina Trujillo, Taos
5,000
Josie Rudolph, Mora
5,000
Catarina Rivera, Cowles
5,000
DISTRICT NO. 3.
The Counties
of Bernalillo,
Sat!
tuan, McKinley, Valencia, Socorro
S erra, Grant, Luna and Dona Ana.
Adelaida
Canderlaria, Albu589,520
querque
Irene Pender, Magdalena
.445,500
I ucy Elena Ortiz, Adelino
423,500
J"nnie Baca, Socorro
240,000
Mrs. N. S. Bibo, Grants
172,240
111,500
Mary Didier, Belen
A.lta Montoya, San Antonio .... 67,800
Jesus C. Sanchez, Silver City.. 7,500
Emma Parrett, Elephant Butte 5,800
Naomi SHUwell, Silver Oitv
5.000
5,000
George Pridt, Laguna
C. P. Hauger, Riverside
5,000 '

r,j

t i
J. JJ. uuiuuta, jaiaiet
Florence Bailey, Lordsburg. , . .
Terecita Torrez, Ias Palomas.
Mabel Hatger, Mesilla Park...
Mrs. W. H. Ruschaupt, Guam..
-,

Lolita
Stella
Edith
Grace

Alexander, Hillsboro. . . .
Uri, Grants
Dorr, San Marcial
Davis, Mogollon
Laura W. Collings, Cubero
Adele Stephens, Jarales...
Lillian Heath, Sawyer
Helen Schmidt, Alameda
Bessie Emerson, Anthony . .
June E. Strock, Albuquerque
Ninfa Romero, Los Lunas , .
Nellie McCahon, Deming......
Anita Meade, La Mesa
Margaret Bruce, Lordsburg. . . .
Lauretta Olllnger, Sawyer. . . .
Alecia Sanchez, Peralta

.......

5,000
5,000
5:000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
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It will not pay you to waste your
Despite dilithe identity time writing out your legal forms
Mary when you can get them already printfound in the ed at the New Mexican Printing
Pencil corn- -

was president, has just given a dinner
to the Misses Wilson.
Misses Margaret and Eleanor Wilt-on
attended the "hunt ball'1 at the
Chevy Chase club.
This is the select official and millionaire country club. It is the spring
and fall playground of sociay toryism
in Washington.
Mrs. G. Von L. Meyer, entertained
Miss Eleanor Wilson at a dinner

WILL
STANDPATTERS
ROUTE WH5N THE

yWWi

it W$

ifer

n MIcroNcopp Won't Find
BlciuiNh After S. S. S. Ceta

Through.
All skin troubles should be attacked
from within by giving the blood cir- culation a good daily bath. This in
accomplished with 8. 8. tj., the best
known and most hiulily recommended
blood purifier ever discovered. Its
notion i3 very rapid. Its vegetable J
nature is such that it naturally goes
right into the blood, saturates the
entire circulation, bathes the tissues
with on inliuence that enables the
skin to heal quickly. The action of
S. S. S. Is that ot an antidote, and '
this fact has been demonstrated time
and time again in the most severe
forms of wccplnp wmn.
Its influence in the tissues where
the J"?y arteries transfer the red
blood for the worn out blood to the
veins is ouite remarkable and goes on
constantly with every tick of ti..
clock the beat of the heart.
And new skin is thus cauned to form
while the germs of Irritating influences that cause eczema are scattered
and their harmrul nature entirely suspended.
S. S. S. has a wonderful tonic Influence In the blood because it contains no "dope," is not a "physic," drugs 01
entirely free of any mineral
any other drugs except the remarkable medicinal cifeet of the pure vegetable products of which it la made.
Few people realize how harmful are
of the strong, crude olntmente
miny used
to be in favor before they
that
learned that S. S. S. is safe, speedy
and sure. Ask at any drug store for
a bottle of S. S. S. Give It a good
trial and you will soon see a decided
Improvement In any form of skin
trouble. Write to The Swift Specific
Co.. 137 Swift Bldg., Atlanta, Ga., for
special free advice on eczema and any
other form of skin or blood trouble.

The usual day for closing the Alli-- i
son and James schools is Wednesday,
but this year Monday was selected, as
the Manuel Presbyterian school for
boys in Albuquerque closes Wednesday. Moreover, Miss Rodriguez, th-graduate of the Allison Bchool, has
a brother who will be graduated on
Wednesday by the Manuel school and
by the present arrangement she will
be able to attend the closing exercise3
in the Duke City.
t

j

anon

VOTES

'present.

lr.ale representatives of privilege have
been sitting in the executive offices,
advising with presidents, their female
partners have been sitting in the
White House parlors, sipping tea with
the White House mistress.
They have discovered they cannot
get into the White House offices this party.
Mrs. Meyer is the wife of the former
time, so the effort to get into the par- postmaster general and navel secrelor is more strenuous than ever.
tary. Besides being one of the foremost figures of the old Roosevelt-Taf- t
social crowd she is an active leader in
the young, exceedingly "smart" so-- "
cicty set.
The Misses Wilson attened a session of the "Playhouse" weekly dance
club.
This is the gayest, giddiest and
"smartest'' society set in Washington,
it is composed chiefly of young mar-- I
l ied cousins whose dances are of the
modern "turkey trot" variety and have
been so gay as to cause even hardened
v.'ashinirton socictv to lift its eve- brows.
At afternoon tea at the White House
a large number of people heretofore
active in tory social circles have been
'
Among them
pt rsonnlly received.
jv. ere Mrs. Franklin MacVeagh, Mrs.
Fdson llratiley and Mr. and Mrs. Ties-- I
ton Gibson.
Mrs. MacVeagh is the wife of the
former
secretary of
the treasury under Taft. The Edison
liradleys constitute one of the richest
and "smartest" families of Washing- -

Washington, D. C, May 5. Is the
Wilson administration going to make
good on politics and go wrong on
ty?
That's the question which all Washington is asking itself today. Nobody-doubtnow that the administration is
progressive so far as politics is conis
cerned.
wondering
Everybody
what stand it Is going to take towards

For Eczema

Old or
Now

led in prayer, using the Spanish lang- uage. The faculty and pupils of the
Allison and James schools also were

pony's factory, police and detectives
today were apparently as far as ever
Washington, D. ('., May 5. Secre- from solving the mystery. The third
tary McAdoo has accepted the resigna- session of the coroner's inquest was
tion of Edwin U. Curtis, as collector ot set for today.
customs at Boston, to take effect on
New Mexican Want Ads always
the qualification, of his successor, who
lui a not yet
been selected. Corre- brinu results. Try it
spondence made public by the treasury department today showed that Mr. ..Subscribe for the Santa F; New
Curtis' resignation was voluntary.
Mexican, the paper that boosts all
the time and works for the upbuildPOLICE STILL AT SEA,
ing of our new State.

.

Carrier

t

COLLECTOR CURTIS RESIGNS.

Fine Remedy

Mail

we have heard lest we should drift
lawny from Thee," It was a sermon,
in which great emphasis was laid on
the importance of living up to the
training given in the school,
which is about to close.
Miss Rodriguez was present with.
!her father, the Rev. Rodriguez, who

exercommencement
The annual
cises of the
Presbyterian mission
schools, Allison and James, will be
held at S o'clock tonight at the First
Presbyterian church.
There is but 0110 graduate to receive a diploma Miss Lola Rodriguez,
of San Luis, Colo .MisB Rodriguez will
deliver her oration. Then Dr. David
R. Boyd, president of the university
of New- Mexico!! will deliver the class
address.
Spocial music will be furnished by
the schools, the pupils and faculty
ot which will be present.
Many
friends of the schools will also be in
attendance.
BACCALAUREATE SERMON.
The baccalaureate sermon was delivered last, night by the Rev. U. X.
McCollough, who took his text from
Hebrews, If, 1. "Therefore wo might
give the moie earnest heed to things
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TO MAKE GOOD IN POLITICS WILL THE WILSONS
GO WRONG IN SOCIETV ?
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Gilson Gardner.)
Washington, May 5. A currency
With the apbill is being prepared.
proval of President Wilson, Senator
Robert L. Owen and Representative
Carter Glass, chairmen respectively
of the senate and house committees
dealing with this subject, are putting
into shape something which, as the
president expresses it, may be a text
for discussion.
Assisting them are
Secretary of the Treasury McAdoo,
and Prof. H. Parker Willis, formerly
a newspaper correspondent, but of
late employed as financial expert assisting the Carter Glass committee.
Mutton at reduced prices is expected to help reduce the cost of living.
The Underwood tariff bill removes
the
duty of 22 per
cent on mutton and, as Australia
teems with surplus sheep, it is expected that shiploads will arrive at San
Francisco and other ports for the
benefit of Mr. Ultimate Consumer.
And, happy thought, the department
of agriculture has put out a
book on the subject farmers
bulletin 526. Mutton does not mean
lamb. The British know mutton, but
the American public
extravagantly
eats its mutton in the form of lamb.
In the form of roasts and cold cuts,
mutton is an excellent diet and the
experts pronounce it, as nutritious as
any meat known.
There is significance in President
of AnWilson's prompt appointment
thony Van Wagenen as U. S. district
attorney in Iowa. Van Wagenen is
the man who wrote a book entitled
"Government Ownership of Railways
considered as the next great step in
American progress." In the preface
s
of the
appears this: "In
nations of the world government ownership is the rule and private ownership is the exception, while out of the
fifty considerable nations of the earth
there are only four in which government ownership does not prevail to a
greater or less extent."
Van Wagenen is the man who is
said to have converted Bryan to government ownership of railroads. Ilia
book is written in a popular way and
is good reading for anybody.
The model workman's
compensa
(Uy

j

e

This sounds like a bad beginning
if the old social crowd were capturing the White House.
Hut it isn't!
These are exceptions. The President and Mrs. Wilson themselves
have not accepted a single invitation
to any sort 6f a social function, although they have been flooded with

fs

j

;hem.

The Wilsons are believed to bo feel- hilt it is n difficult WSV.
L.
MRS. GEORGE VON
MEYER; of which they are almost entirely igIWrta. tUSUN PKAULcY (IN CENT- - IlOrani. U JS not surprising liuu woj
jhave not been able immediately to
ER); AND PRESTON GIBSON.
'classify the hundreds of members of
"Hal" Flood recently gave a dinner v.,mt hns nitert0 been the unqes-a- t
the Chevy Chase club, where thejt!()ne(1 ..best socjpty" of Washington,
guest of honor was Miss Margaret Wil- - Th() interesting thing is whether they
son, the president's oldest daughter.
m eventually pass up the social tory- Flood is a Democratic
representa- - ism tnnt is now trying to engulf them
tive from Virginia. He is a thorough- - or s,lccumb to its subtitles. For
going reactionary. He was the manjtliat reagoni everything they do now
who made the bitter attack on William socially is of keen interest.
Blan in the Baltimore convention,
defending Thomas Fortune Ryan, the
from
r
BRAND.
corporationist,
A
'hl.chf-tr,Diamond
Bryan's famous arraignment.
1'IIIa in Red and Vol
Nxes. ttalcd with Blue Ribbon.
Colonel Spencer Cosby, who has
Take ha other. Buy mtjour
been on intimate social terms with all
DrvfffM. AskfarCIII.Clrt:s.TEBS;
DIAMOND IlKAND PILLH. for Wi
the standpat crowd that was enter-theyears known as Best, Satert, Always Reliabt
SCLD BY MMGISTS EVEfiVWHt8
tnined at the White House when Taft
nir tlinir wnv

I

q

j

that great, subtle, but powerful insti
tution Washington society.
The same old crowd of men and
women in Washington Bociety people whose reactionary influences have
been as strong as the purely political
influences are storming the Wliite
House. It remains to be seen whether
they get In. For a great many years
have beep getting In. While the
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II. llartou. A. IT. S., was tired, but
Arnold Mauser (Cardinals) same as
( MAMMA'S ARM )
ran
in
a
a
race
came
and
SPANK.
plucky
good
Wagner.
AWFUL,
second.
Jack Coombs (Athletics), threatenA0NT TAKE
Friday scared Caijip badly in the ed with pneumonia.
INTO CRICKET!
Amos Strunk (Athletics),
running broad jump, but the husky
busted
A II. S. man won the event by three ankle.
inches, which is a long ways when 17
As we turkey-tro- t
to nress there
"EUT, MY WORD, IT'S A BIG NERVY. WHAT? WHAT WILL THESE
icei nas oeen passed, rinney won me jposition, induced
ASTOUNDED
BRITISHERS
BLOOMIN' AMERICANS DO NEXT,"
by his beaning
iu yaru uasn in gooa lorm, aniiougn Dobby Byrne in the Hot Springs
WANT TO KNOW.
ins time was rather slow.
A good series.
If, there was one tiling that eeem- many of the boys had no spikes on
As we we trukey-tro- t
to press there
tholr shoes, and as the track was ,are contradictory reports being cir
led capable of resisting the reforming
rather soft it was hardly possible to culated about the true condition of the
Fpirit of western America, it was the
make very fast records.
various athletes named above. Some
ancient game of criuUeti But it hasn't,
Clifford surprised everyone
when say Walsh is positively
through, while
The San Franciscans'"' have tackled)
he won the 'pole vault at eight feet there is
great fear that Coombs will
cricket and what they have done to
nine inches, with White second and have a hard time
in shape for
this stately pastime of a prehistoric
ll'arrell third. The Santa Fe boys the late spring getting
Hauser's
campaign.
of
could not keep up with the locals, case is a
age is enough to send the house
gamble, and so on, but one
v. ho won dll three
lords into mourning. It all happened
Farrell
places.
fact stands out: .All these players
at the meeting of the California
jumped nine feet six inches in his are a fancy paid lot are drawing
-Norman Logan,
Cricket association.
durat
''
the varsity
em.
practice workouts
7
i
i
elntis.
salary from their resner.th-the head of a great transportation
ing the week, but had hard luck and although they are giving little value
failed to get over the eight feet six received.
company, declared that if cricket is to
Hence the plea for the
inches mark yesterday. It fs probable poor
live in this country it has got to get
who is being threaten
magnite
that he will make over ton feet next ed with investigation by the United
a move on. "Now, really, how could
exclaimed
old
cricket?"
year.
you alter dear
States Senate.
Wilson, A. II. S., won the mile for
Bernard Hawks, of Canada, who wore
If there was any accurate method
ithe high school, with Pollard of San-- of
a monocle and was late of .Marlborough
the money value of a
ta Fe, right at his heels for second basedetermining
ball star, it would be interesticollege, one of liritain's most aristoplace. Fisk, S. F. H. S., was again too ng to compute the worth of the eight
cratic schools. Hut the San Fran'fast for his rivals in the 440, niyl was men mentioned
cisco business man went on:
above. If asked to
not hard pressed to win. If he had hazard a
"Yes, cricket has to be made mora
guess, however we woul sav
ion
eiitered
the
mile there is no quest
like baseball. We must cut the time it
that $100,000 wouldn't buy the lot as
mat lie would have come out lirst in they stand or lie crippled.
takes to play a game down a couple of
hat, but he had not had sufficient
hours. We will eliminate the crosstraining, and did not fp'.d that he
ing between the 'overs,' batters will
could stand the strain. '
be punished for not hitting quickly,'
BILLIARD CHAMPION
BERNARD HAWKS.
Camp, A. II. S., had the hop, step
find then he proposed a number of
no
own
one
nil
his
Jump
way, and
IS HERE
technical changes all revolutionary in pire. In England, in Austria and
IA. JMUl Ui JI(H 111(11 IV.
character telling to liven the game. All ada, even in the slumbering Orient iHIlltt WU11H
were where Indian princes play the garnet White, A. II. S. was ora distant sec
George E. Spears, who is to appear
hjs suggested modifications
ond and uuniitngiiam,
Santa Fe, a in an exhibition
at the Montezuma biladopted with enthusiasm and in less cricket has languished of recent years! more distant third.
than 80 minutes a greater transforma- It is not the financial success that
Burns and Owens; George and
The 120 yard high hurdles was won liard parlors this evening, arrived in
COUNTRY WIDE SEARCH
' " "
tion was wrought in the statutes that football still is and cricket used to be. by Farrell, but protested by Santa Fe Santa Fe on the noon train, and the exFOR "PAPER BOX K D."j
govern this sport than has been adopt- It is possible that a few live Ameri- and Farrell was later disqualified. hibition tonight should no doubt prove
ed during the previous 200 years. As cans have injected a zip into ah excel- There wen but two entrants, so first cf great interest to all lovers of bil. A
; New York,; May
':,
Indianapolis 1
country wide;
'.:,'';,
a matter of fact it is more than likely lent "game that was all it needed to place went to Santa Fe, and Albunuer-iju- liards and pool, and a large crowd w ill
Milwaukee
6 10
0 alarm was sent out today by the New1
save
it
from
word
"But
into
introduced
it's
death.
to
the
doubt
idea
on
ii"
the
new
be
my
welcome this
hand
that
did not get a point on this race.
Indianapolis
.....I) 3 2 York police department for the arwill be a bit nervy, eh, what? What will these Farrell came back for the 220
star.
game by the Californians
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
rest of Alresto Shieldiano, "the paper
Cutting and Marshall; Merz,
yard
Jlr. Spears will open the evening's
Club.
adopted throughout the British em- bloomin' American do next?"
Won. Lost. Pet.
lew hurdles, however, and Avon it eaS'
Link and Clark, Cotter.
box kid" gangster,
and al8
4
game Philadelphia
.667
ily, seeming to merely hop over the entertainment in a 200 point
leged murderer of John Rezzo and
'.
13
At Columbus
7
team playing against the White hurdles as he came to them. Cunning- with Spears, Jr. The latter although Chi. ago
two policemen on Mulberry
.650
street
WHITE SOX DIE GAME own
11
4 10 4 late Saturday night.
Sox.
8
ham had never run in a hurdle race by no means a champion is considered St. Louis
A dozen gang
.57!) Kansas City
9
7
0 sters, enmeshed in the police dragnet
8 14
before and did very well for his first a comer, and he wilt do his best to roll Brooklyn
The score by innings
.563 Columbus
IN EXCITING
8
7
.533
R. H. E. effort.
up a big score oit his father. The New York
Rhodes, Schlitzer and O'Connor; Da- - over, the east, side, told stories today
1 0
9
200 201 2007 4 10
The filial count gave the A. II. S. game tonight will be called at 8 Pittsburgh
.526 vis and Smith.
which resulted in his being formally
Grays
t
(By Jos? D. Sinn.)
4
Boston
11
010 200 2005 5 5 55
White Sox
.267
as o'clock sharp.
He has fled
charged with murder.
points, and Santa Fe IS
4
At Louisville
14
.222
Ciiuinnati
the city.
; The Santa Fe White
So, lUo city andBatteries Lopez and Grigo; Safford fellows:
100 yard dash Lutz, S. F. first;
0 S 1
St. Paul
As soon as the warrant was issued
J. Berardinelli.
champions, were yesteriny afterncon
4 8
0 thousands of circulars were
Louisville
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Summary Two base hit, Padilla; Friday, S. F., second; Pinney, A. II.
struck
r
defeated by an
aggregation stolen bases, H. Alarid, P. Berardinel- S third. Time, 11.3 seconds.
Refger and Miller; Laudermilk and off, giving description, his picture and
Club.
Won.
Lost.
Pet.
composed cf Salmon" Grays and St. li Parsons 2, D. Anderson :""sacrif ice
Shot put Camp, A. II. S., won:
finger prints and mailed to every po3
12
.800 demons.
Philadelphia
The Grays kits, J. Ortiz, J. Alarid, Safford; dou- Clifford, A, H. S.,; Fisk, S. F., tie for
lice department in the United States.
Michaels college boys.
4
10
.714
Washington
EXHIBITION GAME.
13
6
Cleveland
knew that they were going against a ble plays, D. Anderson, unassisted; second: Cunningham, S. F., third. Dis.6S4
H Alarid to P. Berardinelli to Padilla; tance, .13 feet 7 inches.
At Cleveland
13
9
.591
CLAYTON LOSES FIGHT.
Chicago
strong team, so they left but four of left on
6
bases, Grays,3; White Sox, 10
Running high Jump Farrell, A. II
9
12
St. Louis
.129 Pittsburg Nationals
their players and put in their places first
on errors, Grays, 4; White S., won; Yontz, S. F., second; White,
5
7
10
Boston
.412 Cleveland Americans
Denver, May 5. W. L. Clayton,
the four college stars Griego, Pujol, Sox, basestruck
Robinson and Simon; state insurance commissioner, today
Conselman,
out,
8;
9; byA. II. S.; Cunningham. S. F., tie for
Safford,
by
6
14
Detroit
.300
Gomez.
and
'Anaya
3
5
feet
inches.
Lopez, S; bases on balls, off Safford, third. Height,
2
14
New York
.123 Cullop, Kahler and O'Neil.
jlost his fight in the supreme court to
The game was very Interesting and G; off
mile run Fisk, S. F., won:
Lopez, 5; wild pitches, Safford, j
retain his position. The court hell
exciting and it was not decided until 4; Lopez, 1. Time of game 2:23. Urn- - H. Barton, A. H. S., second; F. Barton,
that the civil service e.uuninatioti
AMERICAN TRUST
WESTERN LEAGUE.
the last man was put out in the ninth pires Gus Koch M. J. Castillo. Scor- - A H. S., third. Time, 2 minutes,
METHODS CARRIED
Clayton's
prospective successor waa
Club.
Won.
Lost.
Pet.
took
the
the
Grays
inning. Although
er Dan Ortiz.
seconds.
INTO THE HEAVENS. selected was valid, even though, as
13
1
Denver
.929
lead since the first stanza they were
broad
A.
II.
Running
jump Camp,
Clayton alleged, the civil service com- 5
10
St. Joseph
.667
r.ever far ahead and almost in every
S., won; Friday, S. F., second; Yontz,
9
5 '1(143 Observatories Throughout the World mission permitted other pe' sons than
Lincoln
inning the White Sox threatened to INTER SHOLASTIC
S. F., third. Distance, 17 feet 4 inches
to Specialize in Study of the Great himself to give the examination.
7
7
.500
Omaha
score. Ed Safford pitched for the
220 yard dash Pinney, A. H. S.,
(ton petitioned in the district (ourt
Bodies.
6
8
r
.429
Sioux
City
iWhite Sox and pitched an excellent
won; Lutz, S. F., second; Pollard, S. F.,
for an injunction to prevent the
5
8
.
Des
.385
Moines
six
was
VI
very wild, yielding
game, but
MEET A SUCCESS third. Time, 27 seconds.
3.
Amer- - Jtitication of the name of his succes- York,
May
Carrying
4
10
.286
costTopeka
bases on balls and making some
Pole vault Clifford, A. II. S., won;
2
Wichita
12.. .14;, ican trust methods into the heavens," sor to the governor. Tho writ was
ly wild pitches. He struck out nine
White, A. H. S., second; Farrell, A.
was the definition given today by a d'.nied by the district eomr, whisii
men, allowed only four hits and had THE FIRST MEETING OF
H. S., third. Height, S feet 9 inches.
well known writer on scientific sub- vas upheld by the decision of the su
MEXICO
NEW
the Grays puzzled most of the time.
One mile run Wilson. A. Tl s
jects to universal solar observation. pi erne court today,
Jim Lopez also pitched a nice game,
HIGH SCHUULS PROVES MOST
Pollard, S. F., second; Wnlkinp,
The method is in every way admirAstriking out eight men, allowing only
thirdNATIONAL LEAGUE.
Time, 6 minutes, IS
able and desirable, he added, as much
lNT...llRlMIIFRniir
SMBFS MflST
Foley Kidney Pills repay your conTomorrow evening, at 8 o'clock
five hits, but was also wild. The four
mil
vvwiihu iiiwhi SGCOMuS
nkwtikiik
Boston at Brooklyn.
duplication by observatories will there- fidence in their healing and curative
college boys played a beautiful game
POINTS.
!20 yard high hurdle V. ntz, won, Champion Spears will give an exhibiNew York at Philadelphia.
by be avoided. There are perhaps a qualities. Any kidney or bladder disat the bat and in the field, and they
after Farrell disqualified. No second tion at the Elks' club billiard rooms,
dozen great solar observatories scat-- ease not beyond the reach of medicine
robbed the White Sox of several runs.
and
efforts
are
or third. Time, 21 seconds by Farbeing made to get a
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
over the world. Each of these will yield to their use. Mrs. Cordelia
ttred
on
men
meet
three
The
interscholastic
track
with
first
ninth
well known local billiard player, who
In the
inning
rell.
Washington at Boston.
been making independent obser- Copeland, Ardeola, Mo., says: "I had
has
Berardinelout
one
Joe
is also an Elk to try his mettle
bases and only
was won Saturday afternoon at Albu
A. H
Hop, step and jump
against
Philadelphia at New York.
vations of every phase of solar ac- kidney and bladder trouble for over a
h connected with one of Lopez, fast querque by the Albuquerque nigu S., won; White, A. H. S., Camp,
the champion. An exhibition of fancy)
Cunsecond;
tivity.
year and 5 bottles of Foley Kidney
curves and sent the ball between right
snot
and
Chinese
S.
billiards will also be
F., third. Distance, 3S
school nliBham
Universal solar observations will re Pills cured me." It is the same story
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
and center field where it looked like school from the Santa Fe high
3
feet inches.
given by Spears. All Elks are invited
strict each observatory to a specific from every one who uses them. All
Kansas at Columbus.
points to 4S
a 'sure extra base hit, but Gomez, the by the score of 55
to be on hand and bring their friends.
440 yard dash Fisk,
S. F won;
Milwaukee at Indianapolis.
Thus, one ob- - say, "'they cured me." The Capital
phase of observation.
state
of
schools
the
The
other
beautihigh
a
made
center
fielder,
ccjlege
Kempenich, A. II. S., soooid; H, Bar
will
be
allotted
the work Pharmacy.
at
Toledo,
snrvatory
Minneapolis
in
to
come
were
yeswhich
expected
ful and difficult running catch, and
ton, A. H. S., third. Time, C2
of' observing
attendant
St. Paul at Louisville,
phenomena
absolutely saved the game for the terday failed to show up, so that Santa
upon sun spots, another will study
Qrays. Johnny Alarid, who was on.Fe aod Albuquerque had the meet
220 yard low hurdles
Farrell, A.
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
proturbances from the rim of the sun,
the
third .tried to (score after Gomez .all to themselves. At anyanara te
and so on. Each will adhere exclusive
FrJday g
At
tne
meet
Brooklyn
been
has
first
a
held,
made
oncht ihA hnll. but Gomez
ningham, S. F., third. Time, 45 sec2 7 2 ly to its own phase, and will work
Boston
nice throw to home and caught Alarid ture ones will doubtless be bigger and onds.
3
7 3 as separate departments of a monopBrooklyn
better.
at the plate.
The boys from the city ore enthusiJames and Whaling; Curtis, Ragan oly for sun observation.
The meet was close from beginning astic over
The features of the game were the
the manner in which thny
The idea U about ten years old and
and Miller, Erwin. (10 innings.)
never certain were received
o end, and it was
All other chocolates seem
and entertai ?ed by the
was first credited to Professor Pick
tatting of P. Berardinolli and Griego, vhlch
Had
Victorious.
would
be
team
Alarid
H.
and the fielding of Gomez,
Duke City students, "tt. was royal,"
of
J
Harvard.
;
ering
At Philadelphia
just ordinary after you once
and Joe Ortiz. The catching of J. Santa Fe been able to win the hop, was the general verdict.
V, . . .'. ,, ..3
8 0
New Y'ork
Berardinelli and Griego also featured. step and jump and the 220 yard hurThe guests were met at the frail
6 9 2 STRIKERS RIOT IN
Philadelphia ...
home with
They are just
try
.The) crtfwd that witnessed yesterday's dles they would have gone
and conveyed at once to the univer
could
Marquard, Ames and Meyers; AlexJERSEY.
NEW
but
the
PATERSON,
first
banner,
they
prize
has
of
that
one
the
was
largest
'game
as pure and wholesome as they
grounds. They were p.iven mor,t
ander and Killifer.
,
do this, and the first interscholas- sity
n
later seen a game in Santa Fe. The not
attentive entertainment,
3. The first
as
N.
won
J
was
meet
tic
Paterson,
May
Albuquerque,
by
the
are delicious. We secured the
crowd greatly enjoyed the game,
dance which was greatly enjoyed by
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
serious disturbance here since the beonly thing that didn't meet with the ibe local boys had hoped
everyone, and was largely attended.
Boston
At
ocof
laborers'
crow
the
sized
strike
a
preswa3
ginning
good
agfcncy for the Huyler line
The boys leturned yestertl.iy full of
approval of the fans was the continual entThere
6 curred
5 11
Washington
when the first event, the 100 yard enthusiasm over next
today. A policeman was shot
some
of
and
THE
DIFFICULT
CORKSCREW.
"kicking"
chewing"
"rag
year's mee,
3 10 4 in the leg and another was knocked knowing there is
Boston
nothing finer,
of the Grays players. They kept kick- dash, was started. Thackeray, of the
when they will endeavor t,i retreiva
and
Johnson
beAinsmith;
Engel,
down when the police dispersed a
was
A.
H.
hut
decidisqualified
S.,
won,
the
umpires'
some of their lost laurels and to re
because
we
ing and disputing
know
and.
too that
O'Brien and Cady, (12 innings.) ..
gr.ng of 300 riotous laborers, i The posions throughout the game. There is cause he had not been properly en turn the courtesies so generously and
lice
used
and
clubs
the
their
to
went
first
and
the
in
night
place
tered,
will
ncthine that is more disagreeable
people
unconsciously
At New Y'ork
riotefs began to shoot.
It handsomely extended.
o voii oamo than tn ka th nlavers Yontz. who had finished second.
0
7
8
of
all
Five
Thiladelphia
clubbed,
rather
the
of our stock
sides were
value
'hem,
badly
seemed
both
that
decisions,
judge
the
umpires'
disputing
1 2 4 were arrested.
New York
The strikers, who are
Everybody knows that Gus Koch, who junfamiliar with the rules cf the game, CRIPPLES DRAWING
:
the
individual
lines we
Plank
and
Thomas; Fisher, Klepfer members of the general international by
t
was one of the umpires yesterday, is ar they had to be instructed more than
and
on
and
out
walked
HIGH
SALARIES
of
union,
course
Sweeney.
Day
the
May;
the
he
couldn't
during
jence
We will be glad to
always fair and just, but
have put a stop to nearly all out of carry.
the Grays yesterday and was inoon.
"
unskilled
in
AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION.
labor
this
dcor,
of
ahead
part
was
a
j
day
distance
good
have you judge this confec-tioneryCamp
While it is unwise for the intensely
going to quit in the second inning, but
of the state. The strike also involves
was at last induced to remain and pay iar.y other man in the shot put after cultured fan to view wits alarm the
polis
At
laborers in the New York suburban
soon as convenient.
no attention to the howling and kick- - jhis first trial, and did not take all of
7
districts of Long Island and West
.
ihis chances. Clifford A. H. S., and reports that Ed Vvalsh's arm "has
in.
"
In
Hans
is
knee
10
Toledo
Chester county.
Wagner's
packages from
up.
The game yesterday was very close Fisk, S. F. II. S., tied for second place went" and it is
true
that
nevertheless
'trnd
Third
ihaacked,
divided.
were
if
the
doubtful
is
points
and interesting, but it
V..
the two teams will meet again, as place went to Cunningham of Santa many of the game's greatest stars are
shelved at the present moment. Those
some of the players tried several Fe.
Farrell won the high jump at five not actually occupying cots in the hosThe fans still
iimoa in atf.rt a
A FANCY SHOT.
irsist that the White Sox aiV the. city jfoet three inches. Yontz took second, pital ofare so far off. Here's a partial
the maimed and crippled.
A-'WONOER
champions, as the Grays didn't win jand White and Cunningham tied for list
'
r
k
IF THEY Y
Ed Walsh (White Sox), lame arm.
ii
ii
the game with their own team. Their third and split the point,
kinds
of
We
in
all
Hans
and
had
a
specialize
heavy
Fisk
of
Fe
Santa
floating
and
Wagner (Pirates),
long
leaned players did the best work
they wo rrn
machine work. All work guaranteed.
practically won the game for the pretty stride, and left every one else cartilage on knee.
QUAUTIES-N- O
HABIT
CURATIVE
IN
FORMING
DRUGS
TranscontiRICH
for
Gibson
show-.bacbroken
Agents
k
in the tall timber as he swung
Essenkay.
George
(Pirates),
Grays. We yet have to see what
a;- -!
THE CAPITAL PHARMACY.
nental Garage.
Ids the Grays can make with their jarouna tne last lap or tne nan mue ankle.
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of
II. Livingston
and Miss Ida S. SmitU of Santu
Fe, were married at !i:K last night
by the Rev. B. Z. McColloiu'.h at the
Presbyterian manse.
It was another of those ' niiiet weddings" and so quiet that few"t.i3 of the
bridn
iv'ends of the physician or
were in th-- ; becret. .Vis. McCcllousU
and 'Mls&'lviabel Hickmnn were the
wHnesses.
l or some Sundays pest Dr. Living- ton has been coniini; do .' to his former home, Santa Fe, to "vibit friends."
I' was rumored that he was attached
to the city, but that Dean Cupid had
anything to do with it was but sur
nr. Livingston to'.!
mised..
his friends that he was glad to be
back in Santa Fe for another visit and
little was thought of the incident until
this morning the smiling countenance
of the Rev. B. 7.. McCollcugh toW
plainly that he held another mntvi

Your Patronage Solicited
W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier

President.

J.

B. LAMY,

t.

FIRE! FIRE! LAST NIGHT!
Fire comes "by threes" in Santa Fe. Your J
property may be next. If not protected see

O. C. WATSON & CO.
the Largest Fire Insurance
Companies in the World !

Representing 15 of

REAL ESTATE

INSURANCE

SURETY

BONDS.

9 San Francisco St.,

A :

rnial secret.

Dr. and Mrs. Livingston left tVU
morning for Kspanola, where they wi
reside.
Dr. Livingston came (o Siiitp Fe a
c( uple of years ago from New Or
leans and later moved vyi to 1'hpano a
ham tie haa Ktpndilv built uo a med-- !
ical practice. He is a youns man ol
'engaging manners ami nis inenus
a bright future for I.1U1
Miss Smith is well known here, as
she has filled several important stenShe las maiv
ographic positions.
Itriends iu the ancient c'tv
'

F

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

:

h

ROPOSED HAY RATE
ADVANCE IS DISCUSSED
IN MINNEAPOLIS TODAY.

Transcontinental Railways and
BeMany Shippers Attend Hearing
fore Special Examiner.

All of

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Hacks and Baggage Transfer.

ST.

104DON (JASPER

Telephone

9 W

rift

iiUUUb

I

UU,

per yard.

Pretty, Dainty Patterns, only

MS.

W. LINMMDT

125 Palace Ave

Union Pacific Overland;
Neared Church
Buttes,
Limited
Wyo When Fireman Made

East-Boun-

ENGLISH

THE NEW CLOTH,

CORD

Comes in plain shades only, very stylish and servicablc, only

I

35c

yd.

PHONE 180.

210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.

Hi

J

d

-- As
Salt. Lake City. Vtah, May
train Xo. !.',
'n ion Pacific
the Oveland Limited, was Hearing
Church Dulles, Wyo., last night, Fire-maJ. 11. Hurley discovered that Kngi-r.eeAlfred Nelson was missing from
his post. The train was stopped, and
then run back over the road for sever-al miles, but no truce of the missing
engineer could be found.
It is not known how long the train
l,ad,been running without an engineer,
iluit it is believed that Nelson was
Knoc ked from his seat as the train
passed over a bridge which spans,
nincksmith's Fork creek, about ten
i;.iles from Church Unites. After sear-- ,
ehing for two hours, the train proceed
ed. to Granger, where another engi- r. er was supplied.
A searching party is now dragging
the creek for Nelson's body.
I

east-boun-

SPORTSMEN FROM ALL
OVER WORLD GATHER

milling-m-transi-

Busies and Saddlers a Specialty.

nnti fifinnn

lAiiiii

Ginghams,
Egyptian Tissue 25c

Minneapolis, Minn., May
ings were opened here today belore
a special interstate commerce exam- relative to the proposed advance
w,IUan
Warml,
,
in rates for the transportation ot hay
Lausanne, Switzerland, May 5. An
H,KlltlMllrB
q Dp
t
on
Roosevelt
Theodore
jtc Ohio river points,
c
aiu r(gistere(, at the Mollte. article by
"The Vigor of Life" is to be read here
rates and a raise in rates for general imna )u)tel
on Thursday at the Olympic congress,
n.erchandise from Minneapolis and St.
gtatp St,nator w, B. alton of Sil- - which
will be attended by 4(0 interI aul to southern Pacific coast points.
,,,, a,,n,.npv an(i ,iblisher. is
national sportsmen.
1h
All of the transcontinental railways .
nll h..K,,
S0m,in
atj
Kveret J. AVendell. member of the
and a number or snippers are lepic- tne j0ntpZunm.
Allison V. Armour
sented at the hearings.
MjB8 xniie Jacobs, or Belvedere, 111., Olympic committee,
Soon after the opening of the hear-- j js vjsitjllg uer sister, Miss Klsie of the New York Yacht club, and the
are
and Duchess of Somerset,
ings it was announced that the Chi-- ,t!10()US 0f this city. Miss Jacobs may Duke
among those who have arrived and
cago, Hurlington & Quincy, the Chi-- 1(lCate ; Santa Fe.
hotels are rapidly
tilling with
Gibson left yesterday for El the
cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul and Saultj u
representing six countries,
Pte Marie railways had agred to
ou business connected with his; delegateswhom
are many American
pend the proposed rule to cancel Hiei1" position as traveling freight agent for among
sportsmen.
Minto
the
t
privileges
(he Xew Mexjc0 Central railroad.
Theodore Roosevelt wrote regrel- flour mills.
j, j. McHughes and Otis Hunter,
it was impossible for him
Walter R. McCormack, representing of the mounted police, have gone on jting that
B
"
a""h '
of
offenders
of
after
concern
a
hunt
irfu""'
St' pussyfoot
a salt manufacturing
Ins wrt.tng a special
had
prevented
to
as
news
their
some
and
Uah Mich., said that salt shipped by the law,
UJj nipic amcie.
his company, via the lakes to Duluth Ifind Is expected later.
mill tlwn iw
ni it on te sou - snerin roruno t naw ., ui liini-uih
. ..,
r.,nifi r.r,.,cf
r,i,lt Iip Borinimlv r untv is here visiting his daughter DECLARED UNCONSTITUTIONAL.
juc
is a pupil at Loretto
who
wasningiun, w. .,
affected by the proposed advance. W.
.
. ...............
..
... Academy.;
.
....it. tmlav ilf,'lu,'P,l lltlPftll.
K. Hosmer, Chicago, representing fne The slierlff was a cutter at tne omce oi ""t" "'
stit.utional the Oregon reciprocal de-- (
Western Trunk Line company, gave the New Mexican.
ma
in
hnmo
t,
nuirrage statute of 1!)07, without opm-- !
technical testimony on the proposed
ion further than announcing that the
some
to
and
attend
spend
Sunday,
hay rate advance
action was based on the authority of
legal matters nere. returnea 10 aiuu
the Hardwick grain elevator case. In
some
to
look
after
MRS. CREAMER USED
Ciienjue today,
the latter case, the court held the
business matters in that city.
'SPOOK INFLUENCES"
Minnesota reciprocal demurrage
Miss Katherine Muller returned SatIS CHARGE MADE.
because it interfered with invisshe
where
from
California,
urday
commerce.
terstate
Court of Appeals Decides She Must ited in Los Angeles and San Francisco,
Mrs.
Mr.
and
George
Give Back Neat Fortune Obtained in company with
Purch, who went on to New York from
From Millionaire.

ier

NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

i

StLIIIAf, IM

AOULr

MILLINERY

AT LAUSANNE CONGRESS.
nr.muinlaH U'iMl Hlf Kt:il(. llliul nffifP.
An Article on "The Vigor of Life"
.
taln rharle8 Van Way, of the
By Theodore Roosevelt to Be Fea- l
the
raV!,i,.v
of the Opening.
ture
()f Adjutaut Gellora, HrooUe8.

5.--

ni

-

r-

IN ALL

PASSENGER TRAIN
RUNS FOR MILES
WITHOUT ENGINEER.

turn.
Mrs. W. O. Conner, win l.ns hi .u
lnifi
visiting friends in Alliuq irr,t-ereturned home.
the
Secunilino Romero,
retiring
United States marshal, is here from
Las Vegas.
Captain Fritz Muller returned from
a trip to the southern part of the state
yesterday.
P. M. A. Lienau, deputy insurance
commissioner has gone to Albuquer
que on business.
Mr. and airs. C. K. I toll left on Sat
urday evening for a brief stay in
Kansas City.
Mrs. Charles C. Catron and Mrs.
Frank Lavan will not be at home tomorrow afternoon.
V. 11. Livingston,
Dr.
formerly of
Santa Fe, came down from Kspanola
yesterday to visit friends.
James A. Ward, of Fresno, California, is a visitor in the city. He is
registered at the De Vargas.
Assistant United States Attorney
Herbert AV. Clark, j,C Las Vegas, is
attending federal court here.
H, 1. Ervien, state land commissioner, is absent from the city on matters

j

Phone, 189 J.
1 1

Francis C. Wilson is in Albuquerque
ou legal business. .
('. B. Stubblefield, the well known
oil salesman, is here from Alcalde.
Judge Edward A. Mann, of Albu- querque, is at the De Vargas hotel,
U. F. McNitt is in Kl Paso and will
visit points in Arizona before his re-

1

X

Reduction

fested in the Personal Column, the
New Mexican requests its readers to
send in by mail (a postcard will do)
or by telephone (call "31") Items of
this column. By doing so the read-ers will confer a favor on the New
Com-- :
Mexican and on their friends.
munications sent by mall should bear,
the signature of the writer).

Dr. Wallace

Business,

Does a General Banking

personals

DR. LIUINGSTON AND
MISS (DA SMITH
AREQUIETLY WED

CAPITAL $50,000 00

N. B. I.AIGHLIN,
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INSURE

WITH

HAYWARD

AND REST CONTENT.

INSURANCE
THE BEST ANY MAN CAN HAVE

DOES IT PAY ?

Look

at the loss on corner of Plaza for

which our companies will REIMBURSE

JOSEPH
Room

B. HAYWARD,

INSURED.

MANAGER,

8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
IF

IT'S

HAS IT.

REAL ESTATE, II A V WARD

::::

WHY JBE BAKED OVER A HOT STOVE?
When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFINO
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol? I have a fine
assortment of the Sterneau "Inferno," all htgh-grachafing dishes, on which you can cook a
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IF YOU BUSINESS MEN

Money.

Telephone a Trial Order. Phone 214 J.
We Buy and Sell for Cash.
AND RETAIL.

WHOLESALE

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

Guaranteed Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
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Where are you going to spend your vacation? If you enjoy dancing, fishing, hunting, horseback riding tennis
playing, trap shooting and all out door sports como to Valley Ranch. Two and three rom bungalows with hath,
oaa and two room cabins or rooms In main building.
Accommodations already reserved ahead to July. Is
Yours?
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headache or bearing down. The local disorders and inflammation, if there
Is any, should be treated with Dr. Pierce's Lotion Tablets. Then the
feels the tonic effect of
nervous system and the entire womanly make-u-

(By Ida

DR. PIERCE'S

M.

NLW TARIFF BILL MEANS IN YOUR HOME

Tiirbell.)

Written especially for readers of the

FAVORITE PRESCRIPTION

New Mexican.
(Copyright, 1913, by Newspaper En-- ,
terprise association.)
when taken systematically and for any period of time. It is not a"cure-all,It is on the woman rearing a family
but has given uniform satisfaction for over forty years, being designed for
e.
children on a small income imu
the tingle purpose of curing woman's peculiar ailments.
privilege luy.s the heaviest hand. She '
must tnke her husband's
Firm unmin tt unfit in bnaxexs The
Sold In liquid, form or tablets by
Peonies' Common Sense Afedical Ad- wages and make them "do."
druggists or send 50 one-celoiser Ay R.V. Pierce, M.O. 1008
For her there are no rebates, no
I
pages. It answers Questions of sex
stamps for a box of Dr. Pierce's
I Teaches mothers Ao
to care for their
wholesale buying, no putting in sup-- i
Favorite Prescription Tablets.
I children and ihemschea.
It's the enter- f oni fi Anrtnr in ttnur nlllO home. Send
plies when prices are low.
Ad. Dr. R.V. Pierce, Buffalo, N.Y.
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back mumbling about a train.
WHY WONDER?
Reading, Pa., May 3. A case that
E. L. Collins, St. Louis.
Santa Fe LodgeNo
Savings bank arrived Sunday and un"I'll
miss
was
would
my
say
A few remarks In answer to Uie ie puzzling the authorities here is that
P. O. E,
George Lougee, Conway, X. H.
loaded at the stock yards, watered and
460, B.
train."
H. D. Bowles, Koswell.
of
eternal question as to where will of a handsome young woman who be- holds its regular
fed after the strenuous journey
to
women
tried
Several
guests
Chas. Van May, U. S. Army.
Oarando and Frazer spend eternity'.' came suddenly insane in her room at
session on the seceight days from southern Texas.
the young woman. Later she
fourth
Edward A. Mann, Albuquerque.
and
ond
There are many fine looking dairy
This is easily solved by the man that a leaning norei m mis cuy.
and
the
wiolent
police wer?
Carl Dyson, Woodbury, N. J.
Wednesday cf each
cows in the herd and quite a number
Everv
ort was 'ade b5' lhe nolice summoned.
believes Cod's word; these men were
M. A. Bender, Owensboro, Pa.
month.
VI ting
.
were sold in the pens before leaving
,
Iri to surpress the facts, and the young
At the hospital the girl was shackJ. A. Farrell, City.
brothers are invittown They were taken out to the
liar-do
from
eternto
led
her
ng
prevent
that all murderers should suffer
ed and welcome.
claim of Mr Campbell, six miles east
Hugh McNeighbour, City.
Hospital. Her appearance and manL. S. Prescott, City.
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
at death. See Rev. 21:2. Ood in alljners speak of culture and refinement to herself.
of town where there Is plenty of water
Exalted Ruler,
She is about 2S years of age, 5 feet
All the young woman will say is
John Venable, Albuquerque.
and pasture.
will
s,, dg hWooH two that rtirt his
C. II. WILSON,
and 10 inches tall and weighs about l'Ao
name
Blanche
Baker
is
Jas.
that
her
Biskins,
Albuquerque.
cows
of
have
the
young
Many
and punished those who violated his
She has a wealth of black
C. Catron, City.
is
in
C.
home
Secretary.
that
her
pcunds.
Philadelphia.
when
and
at
their
calves
they
sides,
law, Rev. 22:14. Why will men who She registered at the hotel several 'hair.
She is abundantly supplied
Fred T. Gregg, City.
recover from the hardships of their
on
to
differ
be
claim
Santa
Fe Camp
spiritual advisers
R. J. Reiss, Colorado Springs.
long trip they will be fine looking
men
so vital a question, and have
M. W. a.
13514,
Horaz G. Frantz, Colorado Springs.
stock. Roy
meets second Tuesguessing as to where they will spend
C. I. Emmerman, City.
eternity. We all have the same book
day each month, soMONTEZUMA.
GOOD CROPS PREDICTED.
the Bible which is our way bill from
cial meeting third
W. F. VickRoy, Denver.
Those who have been predicting a
at FireTuesday
Mrs. William H. Warren, earth to heaven and does not point,
and
Mr.
dry season this year had their predic Detroit.
out but one way. The Saviour said:
man's Hall. Visit
tions smashed to smithereens this
"Enter ye in by the narrow gate, for
ing neighbors welcome.
Miss Warren, Detroit.
week. It began raining sometime dur
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul.
vide is the gate and broad is the way
L. Schnabel, Albuquerque.
F.
ing the night Sunday and when we
A. E. P. ROBINSON, Clerk.
that leadeth to destruction, and many
H. Porter, Chicago.
R.
twoke Monday morning our kindling
are they that enter in thereby, for narNotice is hereby given that the! bonds are offered for sale to the perS. M. Manzingo, Chicago.
was so wet we almost had to swear.
ODD FELLOWS,
row is the gate, and straightened the Board of Loan Commissioners of the! son who will agree to take the same
A. Singer, Albuquerque.
W e always leave
out
NO. 2, I. O. O. F.
our kindling
way that leadeth unto life and few are State of New Mexico will, at the of- - a. par ana accrued interest to uaie oi
W .W. Hart, Bell Ranch.
doors.
?S
4
to
Santa Fe Lodge
find it." Math 7 1
Yet
of
a
and
rate
Interest
at
that
tliov
delivery
L. Craxton, Virginia.
ce of the Treasurer of "said state, in be named in his bid; and said bonds
meets
regularly
The rain continued all day and alin view of these facts men will claim
W. A. Songster, Denver.
most all of the time for three days and
there are many ways and decieve the the capitol building at the city ot or any part thereof will be awarded every Thursday evening at 8 o'clocl
V. L. Songster, Denver.
when the clouds cleared away yestersimnle. Kind reader would you like Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the second; to the person offering to accept the in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting brothDr. W. H. Livingston, Espanola.
to know what God would have you doiday of Juno, 1913, at the hour of 2 same at par at the lowest rate of in-- j ers always welcome.
day morning the government gauge
Ida Smith, City.
icVlnek In the afternoon, receive seal-- i
showed that 2.15 inches of water had
to have sins forgiven:
Mabel Hickman, City.
irrt nrnnnsnlK for the nurchase of J179.- covered the ground. The best of It all
Each hid must be sealed, marked FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA
1. You must hear.
Acts 13:7.
Jack Collins, City.
Lodge No. 259, holds its regular
was that this rain fell slowly and
of
Series
state
said
for Purchase of Bonds," and
8:12.
2.
000
Acts
bonds
believe.
must
of
You
'of
("Proposal
E.
H.
Whittington, City.
on the first Thursday of each
meeting
are
which
soaked Into the ground as it fell. The
check
for
a
or
of
certified
'A"
Acts
3.
You
thereof,
must
17:30.
accompanied
by
repent.
J.
portions
T. C. Lippincott, Long Branch, N.
month at Fireman's ball at 7:30 p. m.
with
two
not
the
of
cent
the
accordance
hi
less
than
to
moisture now extends down several
be
issued
4.
You
8:37.
confess.
Acts
must
per
A. C. McElwain, St. Louis.
Visiting brothers are invited and welInches below the deepest plowing and
You- must be
5.
baptized. Acts provisions of section three of article amount of the bid, as security for the come.
Paul Mayer, White Oaks.
of
in
state
is
of
said
bid
such
conof
to
faithful
handled
IX
of
if the top
the Constitution
performance
2:38.
properly
G. B. Barbet, Lincoln.
BENITO ALARID, President.
of the Leg- - jcase said bonds or a part thereof shall
serve the moisture there is already
After complying with these five prop- New Mexico and of an Act
W. B. Walton, Silver City.
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
to
became
which
the
such
ht
awarded
of
said
to
F'.fficient season in the ground
islature
state,
person
making
ositions God adds you to his church
E. W. Dobson, Albuquerque.
on the first day of June, 1912, bid, and as liquidated damages in case M
make a crop. Farmers have been havSee Acts 2:41; you are then prepared a law
R. E. O'Farrell, Dallas.
F. W. FARMER
of bonds and accrued of the failure of the successful bidder
worked
over
and
ther
plowshears
ing
to work out your eternal salvation by for the payment
C. B. Stubblefteld. Alcalde.
Homestead No.
of
fulfill
his
of
no
such
contract:
the
but
thereof
Interest
to
Territory
work
in
earnest. Nara
have gone
Porfirio Chavez, Lincoln.
2S79, Br o t h e r
adding to your faith the seven Chris- New Mexico, assumed by said state in check drawn upon a
banking house
Visa News.
Louis Rosenbach, Albuquerque .
hood of Amerl-tian graces. See 2nd Peter, 5 lo 12.
said
of
bid
as
IX
will
a
be
such
(section one of the article
making
accepted
can Yoemen.
B. Williams, Albuquerque.-ItRespectfully,
Said bonds are to be security.
Constitution.
HOW'S THIS?
J. M. TUTTLE.
E. Curry, St. Louis.
Meets second
reserve
The Loan Commissioners
issued In the denomination, of one
Dollars Re
We Offer One Hundred
E. B. Pomeo, Cbama.
and fourth Mo'thousand, dollars each, dated July 1, the right to reject any and all bids,
ward for any Case uf Catarrh That
ndays of the
!l913, and will be in the form prescrib- - and particularly specify that no bid
SHE PAYS THE PENALTY
Cannot be Cured by Hall's Catarrh
EUROPEAN.
month at the
ai'i in Cantifin 1 9 rtt naiH net nf thp T.p?- - for the purchase of said bonds or a
Cure.
There is hardly an American worn
Fireman's Hall.
Edgar Spears, Chicago.
of the Btate of New Mexico part threof, not made dependent upon
Jlgature
. . . . F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
.
ar. who fails to pay the penalty
M. O'Neill, Qarrillos.
H. Foreman, R. L. Baca,
,hprpnf .,i ho nav. any contingent whatever.
It is
nrinnn,
We, the undersigned, have known F.
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
her sex at some time or other. Pain !&ble tQ bearer )n gold coin or ita equiy.
J. L. Parkinson, San Pedro.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
distinctly stated that only so
J. P. Madole, Estancia.
lays its merciless hand upon her it alent In .lawful money ot the United imuch of said bonds will be sold as
believe him perfectly honorable in all
Santa Fe Lodge
H. J. Mendenhall, City.
may be that dreadful backache, those States forty years after their date, may be necessary, at the price bid, to
business transactions and financially
No. 2, Knights of
ner- and
C. R. Williams, City.
amount
bearing down pains, side-achthe
redeemed
at
opthe
realize
of
the
be
indebtedness
able to carry out any obligations made
may
they
meets
P. J. Moran, Albuquerque.
vousness, irregularities or the
tion of the state at any time after to be paid, which indebtedness is $179,
by his firm.
Is
it
a
the
of
Horace
penW.
displacement
every Monday
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Harper, City.
twenty years from their date. The In- 000.
L. Zorrilla, El Paso.
evening at 8 o'clock
alty of sex To all such women in terest on said bonds will be payable
Toledo, O.
Intending bidders who may desire
In
Odd
Fellows
Carl H. Graf, Elida.
this condition Lydia E Pinkham's
on the first day of Jan- further information, can obtain it by
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken interHall.
John T. Beal, Ellda.
Vegetable Compound comes as a boon uary and July In each year, and prin- application to said Board of Loan Comnally, acting directly upon the blood
All
A. H. Grisson, Elida.
rnd a blessing. A simple remedy cipal and Interest will be payable at missioners at Santa Fe. N. M.
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Knights are most
made from roots and. herbs which! the office of the State Treasurer at
W. G. SARGENT,
Testimonials sent free Price 75 cents
cordially Invited.
Work for the New Mexican. It la has brought glorious health to mpre Santa Fe, New Mexico, or at the Sea- - Secretary of the Board of Loan Com- per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
A. P. HILL. C. C.
Take Hall's Familv puis for
missoners.
working for you, for Santa Fe and the surf erlng women than any other rem- - board National Bank, New York City,
A. BEING ARDT, K. of R. and S.
new state.
at the option of the holder. The said
edy.
April 21, 1913.
"

hard-earne-

nt

FOR RUNT Modern house, awl
furnished house. 10:.' C'hapelle St.

The Opportunity Is Here. Backed By
Santa Fe Testimony.
Don't take our word fur it,
Don't depend on a stranger's stnte- lllellt.
Read Santa Fe endorsement.
of Santa Fe
Read the tale:iM-!icitizens,
And decide for yourself.
Here is one cose of it:
Toribio Rodritucz, Hit Johnson St.,
Santa Fe, X. Mex., says: "Two and a
'half years aco I gave a statement for
publication regarding my experience
Today
with Doun's Kidney Pills.
it tn stronger in my praise of this
I
suffered greatly
than ever.
from disordered kidneys, the pains in
my back being so acute that I had to
stop work and sit down. The trouble
steadily grew worse and I rarely
iknew what it was to he free from an
ache or pain. Soon after I began us- ing Doan's Kidney Pills, my pains
land aches disappeared and my back
heeamo strong."
For sale by all dealers. Price on
Co.,
Buffalo,
cents.
New York, sole agents for the United

.

FOR SALE Black Minorca eggs.
per selling. Call the Bishop's
ranch.
gl.iMi

TO RENT -- In the lihiv: building, on
west side of pla'.a,
keel al oft ice
looms o erlooklng park.

For
(

Foster-Mi'.bur-

Filo-n.en-

VY.

Esti-

V
NTKI) Young, able salesman
Must
for general store, in country.
Address
speak English and Spanish.
"Storekeeper" New Mexican.
-

y

FOR RENT Rooms for men. Newly
Use of
Hot water heat.
furnished.
Mrs. A. E. P. Robinson Corlibrary.
ner Grant and Johnson. Tel. 2OJ.

i

NEWS OF THE STATE

17:1

Work guaranteed.

mates furnished.

1

reni-led-

screens, screen doors or job

y

arpeuior work, phone

TYPEWRITERS
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. .Nw
Ribbons and
platens furnished.
Typewriters sold, exchcanged
and lented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters
Santa Fe Typewriter Ei-- j
change, Phone 231 W.

n

guar-lanter-

Ar-th-

W. J. TlWMS,
Expert Repairer of Watches
and Clocks. Engraving.

Por-firi-

With J. H. Blain, San Fr.mcisco

'

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS
ATTORNEYS AT LAWT"

EDWARD P. DAVIES,
City Attorney.
Capital City Bank Building,
Rooms
Smta Fe, New Mexico.

j

f

dUvIt

It-C-

i

e

17-1- 8

-

i

Chas. R. Eatley,
EA3LEY,
aw.
Attorneys-a- t
Practice in the Courts and uefore
Land Department.
Land grauts and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Eiisn-da- ,

Chas. F. Easlcy,
EASLEY

j

well-to-d-

.

&

N. M.

V

M.

J. McGUINNESS
.

Attorney-at-Law-

Room 12, Second Floor, Capital Cltj
Bank Building, Santa Fe, M. M.

.

DR. W. HUME BROWN,

Dentist.
Spitz Jewelry Stonr .
Rooms :, 2 and 3.
Phone Red 6.
Office Hours 8 a. ta. to 6 p. m.
And by Appointment.

..,

Ovr

s

i

;

C. C. GUNTER, M. D.,
PIIYSICAN and SIRGEON,
9
Laughlin Bldg. Calls
promply attended day or night.

Rooms

-

-

St.

'

9

18-1-

OFFICE
lo

lo if a. m.,

2

HOI7.B3:

4 p. m

7

to

8 p. m

SPECIAL TO WOMEN
fact that thousands of
women we now using

Do you realize the

'

rtDI

THE FORUM

m m

V

m

con-isol- e

ti

-

j

A Soluble Antiseptic Powder
a remedy for mucous membrane affections, such as sore throat, nasal or
pelvic catarrh, inflammation or ulcera
as

tion, caused by female ills? Women who
have been cured say "it is worth its
weight in frold. " Dissolve in water and
i.pply locally. For ten years the Lydia
E. Pinkham Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtine in their private correspondence with women.
For all hygienic and toilet uses it has
no equal. Only 50c. a large box a t Drug-gisor sent postpaid on receipt of price.
The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston, Mass.
ts

Spanish-America-

NEW MEXICO

STATE BONDS

3le

-

i

.

j

,

fur-ther- e

Pythias

tor-ti-r-

semi-annuall- y

visiting

'

A.

l,

& S. F. R'Y

TIME TABLE

Effective January 1st, 1913.
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
m.
No. 3 carries passengers to Albuquerque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to connect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
train for Clovls and Pecos Valley points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
m.

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbound carrying El Paso sleeper, also No.
4 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
m.

Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to
No. 8
No. 9 westbound.

Returning,
a. m.

con----

t

eastbound, and

arrive Santa Fe 12:30

Call "Central" for Train
Reports.

1'

I

ft
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duty at the time. The package waB
holstered in fine Spanish leather.
plunged into water and the police who
A company of
yojrg ladies who
wre called, opened it and found it filled
Judge McFie's l!l!'.' oinss of (he
v ith gunpowder, a
of
lugs,
quantity
IN TELEPHONING
Presbyterian Sundiv school, will ive.
and a tube of
a banquet a1 the De Vai'pas hotel next
If your business
Tho
New
Mexican,
some
After
police evidence had been Is about
Wednesday evening.
or
advertising,
subscriptions
given the magistrate remanded most
IN MILLINERY,
If
Arroyo Hondo Irrigation The own"286."
call
work,
job
up
please
of the, accused again
till Thursday.
ers of
Three of them, however, were admit- you wish to speak to the editor or give .'nd areproperty who live adjacent to
dependent on the Arroyo
any news, please phone "21."
Especially on Untrimmed Hats
ted to bail in $5,000 each.
Hondo project for irrigation, south
.Mrs.
and
SHAPES
OF LATEST PATTERNS INCLUDED
"General"
Hrummond,
Eastman Kodaks Films always on and east of this city, recently employAlius Aiitilft k itnnav u'hn
nmnnn
'
ed J. Turley to complete the work on
at Zook's Pharmacy
ihand
,
..
,
, ,,
,
,
.,
Another Carload of
uuictr item 10 nan, creaieu u wueiie in
Mr. and Mrs. J. the dam so that they could have the
the prisoners' enclosure by shouting, B. Restaurant Sold
"CMDDPSC
OF
ENFRANCHISING
QUESTION
Mershon have sold their restau- - benefit of the water that has been
6,000,-00A
kJ
-i ,111
J
liUVlXi
"We will start a hunger strike" and
stored there. There is a reservoir
WOMEN
IS TO BE SETTLED
" ' . al ove, that now holds
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
C. R. Williams.
500 foot acre of
occasion unless we are carried."
FOR REXT Furnished front room. water, that is, water that would cover
IN ENGLAND TOMORROW NIGHT,
Drew, the printer, apologized for Piano for
sale, 131 Don Caspar.
500 acres a foot deep. Mr. Turley hasj
printing a Bingle issue of the SuffraAs onnounced now carried
Day of Abstinence
out the very project!
and gave sureties in $5,000 not
gette
No. 4
London, May 5. Great interest was to repeat the offense. He then was yesterday in all the Catholic church- wnicn was tne only solution to the'
4
es in the diocese, Saturday will be a pioblem of handing the water. He
taken in the police cqurt proceedings released.
has
New York, May '5. Not many orA bomb containing sufficient nitro- day of abstinence from meat, as it it had the construction work in hand and
against the suffragette leaders, held
is
the vigil of Pentecost.
on charges of conspiracy under the glycerine to demolish the great buildhas built a dam below the reservoir ders were executed in the late sesMeet Tonight There will be a reg- - some (W feet long and nine and a half sion and the list was deadlocked for
malicious damage act, which were re- ing was found among the packages
sumed at How street today.
collected by the parcels post at the alar meeting of Montezuma Lodge Xo. feet high to cut off tho under flow, and long intervals. Prices held up betArchibold Bodkin, the prosecuting southeastern district postotfice today. 1, A. F. & A. M., this evening in Ma- the project will be completed in a few ter, the general list showing some incounsel In opening the case, describNo clue was obtained but the po- sonic hall at 8 o'clock. AU visiting dnys. The cost of the new work will clination to move Independently
of
ed the law of conspiracy
and said lice attaches suspicion to the mili- Masons are cordially invited to at- only be $1300, and will soon give the the Harriman group.
New York, May 6 Strength of the
the defendants had been constantly tant suffragettes.
tend.
lynchers below the needed water. Mr.
meeting together. He referred to
FOR REXT A five room modern Turley says they are doing now what leading foreign markets owing to re- "general" Mrs. Drmnmond as "vio
house, electric light, bath, range, nice should have been done some ten years pom that Montenegro would yield to
UISIT
lent and unscrupulous."
Phone V:i J. tl ago. Mr. Tnrlev is mi evnerieneert and "1B Powers, was reflected Here In an
.vaid, fine location.
increased demand for stocks.
EuroLondon, May 5. The struggle for
MAY
TO
PARIS
Echoes of the Fire Those ' who expert engineer,
belonging to the
0woman suffrage began again in the
pean orders flowed into this market
Old E.xi hange property American Society of Civil Engineers
the
occupied
at the outset, and as they came into
BE SIGNIFICANT last
house of commons
this afternoon
night destroyed by fire, were in hat was founded in 1S52, and drafted
when the second reading was moved
with bidding
by the
sured with Hayward. Nut ced. You the first modern irrigation laws in competition
of Willoughby
Dickinson
women's
Paris, May 5. The approaching visit do the same and protect yourself. See 1S05, that were put on the statute shorts, the whole market advanced
franchise bill. Whether this measure !lo the French
t.coks of this state. It is a matter of vigorously.
capital of King Alfonso new ad. today
While the demand seemed to come
which proposes to enfranchise 6,000, of Soain. is reir;irdpri ns nf ennsifler.
.
..... .
maJe by the Boston
XiKk Ail hil t'"ft'
to the ranchers intercongratulation
000 WOmen shall be given a fighting nble
Voom i thl city having ested in this section that they can largely from the short interest, operasiKmfieilI1(;e for Europe. It is said T
Woven Hose & Rub- -,
tions for the long account were more
soon have the benefit of this water, extensive.
Co., the larp-es-t
Bull traders were not
f
will
nnd
it
.0give them the use of about willing to take a decided
European Hotel, centrally
"l!
b "eXdP' t omor?ow
w, l
stand, how..,,..
uieui cateQ. state Proaress ve Headauar twice the amount mentioned as the ever, and refrain from aggressive
K,NK is a superior
buynight. The vital sections of the brief Britain and Russia.
summer rains come on. A good sized ing when it was
ters in the hotel.
moulded pure
yfesS&lL
bill are as follows:
plain that the most
Alfonso arrives here en Wednesday,
men
force
of
Elecbeen
have
Phone
The
of
and
employed
Change
Sparks
"First. Every woman who (A) if
Para Rubber.
urgent demand from the shorts had
lrjc company, which was burned out the work will be finished in about two been satisfied. The possibility of imshe were a man, would be entitled to
GERMAN
CRUISER
BREMEN
lust night desire to notify the public weeks.
be registered as a parliamentary
portant decisions by the supreme
RUSHES TO HAITI, that they will open soon again, and
court today tended to slow down
elector in respect of a household QualRed Color
St. Thomas, D. W. I., May 5. Thehhat the phone number of the
ification within the meaning of the
dealings and the market grew dull
and a Popular
cruiser Bremen, after coaling Duny. till further notice will be "03 J." ORESTE SAYS HE
on moderate recessions.
act of 1884, or, (P) is
representation
Seller with
hurriedly, left this port today for Port
t
WILL MAINTAIN
Bonds were steady.
the wife of a man entitled to be reg-- I Au
Motorcycle Delivery
us for 5 years. A
f
I
Prince, Haiti, upon orders from Service.
While the general market was easy
in respect
Pash Bros. Motoreyclery.
a
istered
of
household
I
IN
PEACE
HAITI
Berlin.
It
is
1
reported that the
12V San Francisco St. Phone 96 J. tf
after midday the Harriman
Fully Guarstocks
qualification and has resided in the
has been dispatched to Haiti bewere under particular pressure, des- anteed and
LOST Greek letter fraternity pin
qualifying premises during the period ship
cause of the unsettled conditions
in (Beta-ThetPort An Prince, May 5. Michael pite the consent of the court to an
an Extra Good
required by law to enable a person to
Pi) set in diamonds and
be so registered, shall be entitled to that country.
opals, and bearing name of ".I. P. Ad- Oreste, the new president of the re extension to Julv 1 of the time for
Quality.
Paulesas Sannon aspirant to the ams." Lost
be registered nnd when registered to
perhaps between Capital public of Haiti, elected yesterday, has the dissolution. Southern Pacific was
vote as a parliamentary elector in the presidency of Haiti, sailed for Port pharmacy and federal building. Liber- already displayed great energy in the most affected, falling nearly 2 points
Au Prince today on board the Morgan
wherein the qualifying
al reward if returned to Xew Mexican suppression of disorder iu the city and below Saturday's close,
constituency
Bteamer "President." M. Sannon was !ofjce
ei dares that he will maintain
The market closed strong.
premises are situated,
peace;
The
A woman shall not be lumieiiy jittuuui uimisier or loreign
"Second.
Council The city., council will with a strong hand.
City
stability of prices in the absence of
affairs
two
and
for
years
represented
entitled to be registered until she has
meet at the court house tomorrow
any sustained buying impressed
the
" "a""'S"m.
attained the age of twenty-fivshort lnterest and bidding for stocks
years. '"3
night. Among the matters of import- fiAUFRNAR'Q POUJFR
was more general in the final deal- ance to come up for consideration
Y "L.J
iituvi.
nuiuau onaii nut up UIO- - WILSON IS
SILENT ON JAP BILL are
to pave Don Gaspar avequalified by reason of marriage from
THE
(N
petitions
UNTIL BRYAN RETURNS.
nue and extend the paving on Palace
being registered and voting."
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were also advances elsewhere to the
als, two unionists, and two labor
Just received another big shipment
members.
While it meets with the might be made to connect with the of that delicious
by
Washington, D. C, May 5. The highest of the day.
candy made
California
recent
the
situation
wishes of most of the men supporters present.
broad power of the governor general
Johnston, at Zook's Pharmacy.
of women suffrage, it does not'go far placing of orders for three dread
Restaurant Changes Hands C. R. of the Philippines to deport undesir- ATTORNEY SITS DOWN
was
WHILE ADDRESSING COURT.
enough for others. The parties are so naughts, the embassy officials today Williams, of Albuquerque, has pur- able persons from the islands
even the declared these vessels were appro- chased the New State restaurant of today upheld by the supreme court,
and
hopelessly divided
Washington, D. C, May 5. Precefor
the
last
before
members of the cabinet are so wide- priated
by
congress
W. E. Mershon, which will be under which decided that three Chinese de- dents governing the. conduct of attorly set asunder on the question that the land legislation began in Califor- the management of Mrs. Williams. ported by order of Governor General neys before the supreme court were
a forecast of the outcime of the de- nia and that placing orders at this They expect to make sonie marked Forbes, had no ground for suing him brushed aside
today to permit R. H.
bate is most difficult. The members, time Simply wail in execution of Dlans Imnrnvements snnn nnd it will lie one for damages.
Gilmore, of Denver, to make an arguwhen they arrived at the house toof the best restaurants in the city.
ment while seated.
If it's right why change it? A multiday, had to run the gauntlet of many development.
Case in the supreme court this week PEAL VALUE FIXED
Gilmore, a staunch supporter of
women parading in the precincts carThe joint, board composed of the involves title to lands worth a forBY SENDER OF PACKAGE. Blaine in the
plicity of models is evidence that the
presidential campaign
maker is st'll experimenting.
rying sandwich boards with placards highest technical officers of the army tune. An abstract from us would
There
Denver, Colo., May 5. The Colorado of 1884, was overcome while making
directed at the cabinet
is but one Ford model. And for five
ministers, and navy and headed by Admiral have shown up the defective title. supreme court today held that a man a stump speech and never since that
such as "Traitor Asquith,"
"Deport Dewey, was in secret session today. Santa Fe Title Abstract Co., R. B. who certifies to the value of an ex- day has he made an address standyears our rapidly growing factories
Reginald McKenna and Chancellor While it was a pecial meeting it was Lee, Secy. U. S. Bank & Trust Co, press parcel is limited to that value ing. He asked Chief Justice White
haven't been able to make all we could
Hobhouse."
in collecting damages if the parcel is today for permission to make his
sell because it is right.
stated that it had been in contempla- Bldg.
The metallic sound of the parcel tion for some time and it was to have
In addition to the help and the chari- lest. The suit was that of Jacob Appel
seated, and it was granted.
aroused suspicion among the em- been called as soon as Major General ties extended to the Ellison woman, against the United States Express
More than
quarter of million Fords
which were mentioned in the New company. Appel sent a shipment of
now in service convincing evidence
ployes, several hundred of whom were Wood returned from his Texas trip.
ot their wonderful merit. Runabout,
Mexican a few days ago, it is worth suits from Xew York to Denver, and
$r,23; Touring Car, $600; Town Car,
noting that she was given aid here to certified that the value was 50. The
the extent of $5 per month for several goods were lost, and Appel sued the
$S00 f. o. b. Detroit, with all equipment. Get .interesting "Ford Times"
months and also a lump sum of $40 by express company for ?500. The su-- ISfrom Dept. F, Detroit; Ford Motor
the Woman's Board of Trade, The preme court sustained the lower trionian was sent to Cedardale last bunal in the opinion that Appel was
Company.
week.
bound by the valuation he himself had
Dead Assistant fixed.
Sister Cecilia
MOUNTED POLICE ITEMS.
Ihe appointment of Francisco Delgado,
The court's ruling, however, ap
Mounted Police C. F, Lambert. has as register of the United States land Land Commissioner M. Lujan receivWood-Davi- s
. aed a telegram from Phoenix, Ariz, an- plies only to the form of certification
ami. cn. rl.....
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nouncing the death yesterday of his used by the defendant company.
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niece, Sister M. Cecilia Joseph Lujan.
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s
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near
ranch
NO REFLECTION ON CHAVES.
Gillespie
If It's Hardware We Have It.
j
Cecilia joined the order of the SCUTARI'S FATE IN HANDS
that place. It seems from police re
With reference to the item headed Sister
28 years ago celebrat
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OF POWERS.
ports that Lewis has been riding about "Insurance Companies Shorts bp" a n. Sisters of Mercy
NEW MEXICO.
ing her silver jubilee June 26, 1910, at
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i.iat
In
terrorize
New
trying
"f a
Mexican, the academy of Our Lady of Lourdes
Saturday's
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pie, wearing
gun and loafing about this item was made up upon the re
in Silver City. She was the daughter
in company with a man named ports as now filed in the office of
the
and
of
Eleuterio
tlie late
bate, Crone,, who is now, California state
Lujan
corporat.on commission and was lianita Lopez de Llljan, the latter ference in London today an official
communication was issued reading as
.
in no way as a reneciion up- ..mmiu. ujiiuci Ljuuiuei l
now at Holland, N. M.
follows:
has been very busy and has found on the office of the superintendent of living
The Poor Burro The burro has
"The fact that the king of Montene-prplenty of work to keep him occupied in insurance as we are informed by Mr. been called
Mountain
the
"Rocky
S Taos, San Miguel, Mora and Colfax Chaves, that he has also submitted
has placed the fate of Scutari in
of
mellifluous
its
because
the hands of the powers is a matter of
counties.
Lewis has been a source the matter to the insurance compa- canary"
"The
named
It
has
been
warbling.
f.reat satisfaction. The governments
ot annoyance for a long time to the cit-- , "les by correspondence,
Saint of the Desert" because of its of the
powers will not consider that
iens in the vicinity in which he was! (Signed)
restricted unappetizing diet. Whatlarrested. a. warrant having been out STaTE CORPORATION COM MIS- ever it is, the burro has a
for arrangements shall he made in the im
facility
mediate future in regard to the town.
ever since January, and the need of &,0Ngetting into lots of hard work and
the mounted police was never better
The explanation of the above matter occasionally trouble. The New Mexi- The ambassadors will meet again
Illustrated than in this case. Lambert is made by the state insurance com- can received a telephone complaint Thursday."
JUST THINK WHAT
lias done good work for the district at- missioner, Tacobo Chaves, in extracts
King Nicholas, of Montenegro, in
yesterday that a burro was "starving
from letters sent out by him and those to death" in the city pound. It was Lis telegram to Sir Edward Gray antorney at Las Vegas.
an abundance of pleasure you could
Sergeant John A. Beal has returned rpceived from the insurance compan- - stated that the animal was a stray' and nouncing his decision, says of Aus
have with a Kodak not only now,
tria's
VV. G. SARGENT,
threats
of
coercion:
Irom El Paso and has been on the'Ies aolnS business in this state. One had been put in prison for six days.
but
for practically the rest of your
to tlle Xew York Life is 8iven Mayor Lopez today denied the report
IB
"My dignity and that of my people
trail of Juan Gil, an Indian, and
?
life.
Bubstance as follows:
VV. H. MENDENHALL,
"It is the saying that the burro had been fed. do not permit me to submit to isolatcio Martinez, wanted by Superintend-''- "
For this reason, the
The Camera will never get to be
He added that some one had let the ed imposition.
ent McManus, for having broken away opinion of .this department that
And now the fate of Scutari is left in the hands of
the road camn at Klmpnrinrf nd!dends to Pol'cy holders are not re- - animal out yesterday.
a thing of the past.
turn PIemil'ms within the meaning of burro Is probably visiting the free the great powers."
skipped over the border. Ae yet the
B The De Vargas will bs remodelled in the
law' and therefole cannot be de- - lunch counters of tin cans, newspaSpanish style and B n.en have not been apprehended
Work for tfe New Xexioai. It Is
pers and adobe dust.
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PHARMACY
newly furnished throughout; also freshly painted and
miums received , thlBtate by
The historic old Fonda, the long working for you, for Santo Ft and
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all
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taxation
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the rate of two per cent and we corner of the Plaza, which in former
1 corica stream against the ofclaims
forts of a first-clas- s
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of must rennet the fniww
i days was the end of the Santa Fe
the water company, argued before !Daid with!
trail, was damaged by fire last night
tne state engineer last Saturday, Ra
The Pacific Mutual, in reply to a between one and two o'clock. It oc-ton won, and was declared tl.e proper similar letter, sends its remittance
and curred at an hour when most of our
custodian of the stream at that point. says:
citizens were asleep, including
the
"Wj have yours
This is considered not only a great
that the insurance department fire laddies. Owing to the lack of a
stating
victory for Raton, but a victory for ol New Mexico has ruled that rtlvl. fire bell or other alarm sufficiently
D
the cause of municipal Ownership rit.nHs naoH in rno
o
loud to awaken a watch dog, the fire
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electric company, which occupied the
THE CLARENDON GARDEN
Phone 12.
and City Attorney Bickley, of Raton,
corner store, which had just fitted up
are elated over the result. The other Vr.ur rem.psr
were
the
0nni
.
wo..,m, VUI
heavy
place handsomely,
,
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ugicniVU
gentlemen of the Raton side of the check."
losers, the total loss being over $4,000.
HEADQUARTERS FOR
case are also greatly pleased.
The list of companies notified the only partially covered by Insurance.
NEW MERCANTILE COMPANY.
state commissioner of insurance and Samuel Failor, who had a tin shop
Certificate of incorporation has beer the amounts due on return dividends on San Francisco street, east of the
HifiH.fiRAnr
filed with the corporation commission are:
New York Life. $1,681.69: Pa- - electric company lost nearly every
by the Valley Mercantile ami Banking cific Mutual (paid), $32,80; Mutual thing, having just put in about $300
ccmpany, with principal offices at
$880.50; Equitable Life, $97.27; worth of stock, and he has no insur
mony, uona Ana county, and C. E. Mil-- The Northwestern Mutual Life has ance. Mr. Hoover, of the Capital City
ler, agent. The capital stock is
Pharmacy turned in the' alarm.
as vet to reDort.
uu, or $100 per share, held as folSUPREME COURT IN SESSION.
Use Pure Vanilla, it pays to use a
lows: Of Anthony, C. E. Miller, 75;
AND
The supreme court opened .its May good, pure extract if you want to get
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK F000.
J R. Livesay, 80; li. .Xietzschmann, session this morning with the follow the best results from your cooking
75; of Elpaso, C. S. Wood worth, 40; ing cases for
and baking. Zook has it.
ILFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk aod packages
hearing today:
W. Cooley, 10; John A. Dick,
Fire! Fire! Protect yourself and see
20;
Benjamin B. Spencer, appellant, vs.
Messrs. Miller, Woodworth and Cooler Gross, Kelly and company,
appellee, O. C. Watson & Company. They can
The only exclusive
are the directors. The former com Bernalillo.
Fe
house in
show you the way. See ad in another
pany, known as the Valley Mercantile
State of New Mexico, appellant, vs. eclumn today.
HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED
ard Lumber company, has applied for H. A. Ingalls, appellee, Chaves.
One of the hadsomest automobiles
I
t
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to arrive in Santa Fe recently is that
ycjiun iu utBSOivtf,
OCCASIONALLY.
Phone Black
Phone Black
APPOINTMENT CONFIRMED.
New Mexican Want Ads always recently purchased by Mrs. George
The confirmation by the senate of bring results. Try It
Kinsel. It is brown in color and up- -
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